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Jim English Wins
J
F.U.S.A. Presidency
by Chris Tyler
Jim English won his bid for seat of president
of the Fairfield University Student Association by
topping his opponent, Fran Reed, by more than
two hundred votes.
Fran Kenneally, the current F.U.S.A. president,
complimented both candidates for running a long
race prior to reading the totals before an eager
crowd in the Stag-Her Inn. "The totals are, Jim
English 790 and Fran Reed with 588," said Kenneally.
Many expressed surprise over the outcome of
the election. Said one student, 'I'm really amazed
at Jim winning. I thought he deserved to be in
it, but I thought a lot more people were going to
vote for Fran than did." The total turnout for the
election was a disappointing 1378 short of the goal
that Fran Kenneally stated he would like to see
reached.
John Matheson, a member of the election committee said, "We had bad turnout at the end of
the voting times. We had almost two hundred
more votes last time (in the primary) during the
dinner hour than we did this time." He also added, "There also weren't as many people from
the beach coming to campus to vote this time
either."
English was appreciative of the help he got during his campaign and complimentary of his opposition. He said, "I would like to congratulate
Fran, who ran a great campaign and also thank
everyone who helped out on my campaign, especially Paul Nitzsche who made the drawings
for my poster." Looking forward to the year ahead
of him as chief of the executive branch of the Stu-

dent Government, English said, "I'm looking forward to an outstanding year for F.U.S.A.."
Reed supporters were surprised as well by the
outcome of the election. One Reed supporter
said, "I think Jim will make a good F.U.S.A. president, but I really thought that Fran was going to
take it all."
There has been no real explanation for the turn
around in voting since the primary. In the primary
Reed notched 54 votes and English only 311. English gained four hundred and seventy nine votes
and Reed gained only forty-one.
Some students claimed the debates staged at
the Townhouses, sponsored by FUTA (Fairfield
University Townhouse Association); in Loyola Hall
sponsored by the RA's (Maureen Walsh, Lisa
Ryan, David Smith and Tom Kushner); and the
two debates sponsored by the Mirror were influential in helping voters decide which candidate they
would vote for. Said one student, "They helped
you get to know the candidates, and when three
of them got eliminated you had a pretty good idea
what they thought and what they were going to
do."
In the Mirror debate held Sunday in the Oak
Room Jim English was distributing a survey to
find out what the students thought about F.U.S.A.
Said English, "The best thing a F.U.S.A. president can do is be available, be available to listen
to the students because that's where a lot of ideas
come from. Someone may know of a great fund
raising event that he saw at another school but
not know who to go to with it. A good F.U.S.A. president is there to listen to ideas to find out what the
students want and try to get it for them."
Continued on page 3
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James English successfully won his attempt for the presidency of F.U.S.A. English outscored
his opponent, Fran Reed, by a tally of 790 to 588 on Tuesday.
[Photo by Karen Haney]

Dance Rescheduling Occurs
by Connie McKenna
Due to unforeseen scheduling problems, the
'Snowball' dance, traditionally held in early February is now scheduled for March 23.
According to Steve Hauser, vice president of

Student Legislature Meeting Frees Funds
by Martin P. Healy
The Student Legislature held an emergency
session Thursday, Feb. 7, in order to approve
F.U.S.A.'s second term budget and free funds for
upcoming events. The meeting was an extension
of a general meeting held Sunday.
The special session was originally convened
to settle a dispute over an inconsistency in last
term's budget. Several thousand dollars were unaccounted for and it was believed that the school
had intervened and covered the deficit of last
year's administration, removing $12,000 from
F.U.S.A.'s budget. The missing money, however,
was traced to a minor typographical error and was
explained in detail by F.U.S.A.'s Chuck Hacker.
The meeting was also necessary to free funds
for several upcoming events. First, F.U.S.A. was
credited with $15,000 in order to put forth a bid
for Bananaramma, the latest in a long line of band

possibilities for the spring concert. The bid for
the last group, the Pointer Sisters, was withdrawn
when their price doubled after receiving three
music awards. The possibility of getting
Bananaramma looks good.
Secondly, almost $5000 had to be advanced
for the nationally recognized "Yippie-Yuppie debate." This highly regarded show pits Yippie Abbey Hofman against Yuppie Jerry Reuban. "Back
in the 60's, they were both advocates of civil
disobedience—protesting Vietnam, participating
in the Chicago Seven controversy," explained
F.U.S.A. President Fran Kenneally. "Now, however,
while Hofman is still an outspoken social critic,
Reuban turned into a Yuppie-Brooks Brothers
suit, really a part of the system. It makes for an
interesting debate."
Another confusing issue brought up at the
meeting was the actions of the various clubs on
campus. According to F.U.S.A. Club Coordinator,

John Mancini, while many lobbied heavily to obtain adequate funds for this term, there are still
some clubs which have not picked up their money.
Several hundred dollars was, as yet, untouched,
with the deadline for receiving checks last Friday. Whatever remains goes back into the Legislature's appropriations fund.
In store for this semester is a proposed increase
in daytime programming. These are the events
which are staged in the Campus Center during
lunch—events such as the magician-juggling act
a few years ago, as well as carricature drawings.
A plan to get students involved in the entertainment, thereby saving F.U.S.A. some money, met
little support.

Senator Bond Assails
Reagan's Fiscal Plans
by Chris Tyler

State Senator Julian Bond addressed a packed Oak Room audience last Thursday as he criticized the Reagan Administration for "turning back the Civil Rights clock." The Senator is seen
here with Rev. Christopher F. Mooney, S.J. (right), Academic Vice-President.
[Photo by Kevin Wolfthal]

Alpha Epsilon Delta, "When we approached Mr.
Fitzpatrick in September to plan the event we were
told that a date had already been set and the
scheduling was all taken care of."
The date assigned to 'Snowball' was February
16, the Saturday of the Presidents' Day long
weekend. Hauser states, "At the beginning of second semester we realized that the date assigned
to us was unacceptable, and we asked to have
it switched. Three and a half weeks in advance,
we asked to reschedule the dance for February 9."
Administration denied the use of the campus
center on the ninth, saying that AED would not
have enough time to organize the event properly. According to Kim Hale, "By the time the committee had decided on a date, it was too late for
the dance to be organized in time."
Hauser countered that remark, saying, "We
had a band set for the ninth and we had people
to work. The event was organized but still we were
denied. The only other date open was March 23."
The rescheduling of the dance to such an unusually late date has led some students to rename
the dance "the Mudball." The Screw-YourRoommate Dance, traditionally held after 'Snowball' will take place earlier this year.

Julian Bond, Democratic State Senator from
Georgia spoke before a packed Oak Room crowd
last Thursday on the effects of the present administration and the Civil Rights Movement.
In a press conference Bond expressed concern
over Ronald Reagan's economic policies and the
effects of an additional four years of his presidency. Citing a 13% increase in the mortality rate of
infants Bond said of Reagan, "His policies are
as responsible for dead children just as if he were
slitting their throats." Bond also added that there
are presently more blacks below the poverty line
today than there were some twenty years ago.
Senator Bond stated that the month of February is Black History month and a time for blacks
to reflect on where they have come from and
where they can go. Bond added, "The Reagan
administration has turned back the civil rights'
clock." Bond criticized the Reagan administration for not being sensitive to the issue of civil
rights and ignoring the issue all together.
The Civil Rights activist also stated dismay over
the president's popularity. "The people are to the
far left of the president. The public likes him. His
personality is compelling." In a twist of the president's words Bond also stated, "The people in
their infinite wisdom have chosen to re-elect the

Evil Empire. They have re-elected an amiable incompetent."
Bond criticized Reagan for eliminating affirmative action programs and eliminating "that which
is the product of blood and sweat." Bond referred
to the president's economic plans which he feels
are pushing the poor deeper into poverty. Said
Bond, "Under Reagan equal opportunity is an
equal chance on the welfare line."
"What the president has done is triage economics," commented Bond as he continued to find
fault with the president's economic policies.
Developing a more solid idea of what being a
Democrat means is one of the two things that the
Democratic party must do, in Bond's mind, to prevent losing any more ground to the Republicans.
The other step the Democrats must take is to use
high tech for direct mailing as the Republicans
presently do. Said Bond, "The country doesn't
need two Republican parties. Given a choice between the real one and an imitation one, the public
is going to choose the real one every time."
Bond explained that Mondale's plan to raise
taxes was a mistake at the time and detrimental
to Mondale's bid for the presidency. "Had it been
fully explained I think it would have been understood," said Bond in response to the effects of
his statement during the Democratic Convention.
"It was a big mistake," concluded Bond.
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Do you think there's enough study space available on campus?

Pam Simmons '87
Pre-law
"I think so. Between the library, Bannow,
Canisius and the study lounges in each dorm,
there's plenty of space available for everyone to
study."

Marcia Sully '88
Engineering
Andrea Whitehouse '88
Sociology
"We think there's enough study space but they
should designate space specifically for group
study so that individuals who are studying aren't
distracted by group discussion."

Peter Fay '87
"There is enough study space on campus. People should be able to study in their rooms. They
shouldn't have to go to the library. The library is
for research. The available cubicles should be sufficient space for those who 'can't study in their

Anne Mannix '87
Maura Barry '87
"It's all relative; for our own study habits, we feel
that the study space is sufficient. But for others,
a more controlled atmosphere is necessary."

Cassell Lectures On Medical Ethics
by Denise Murphy and
Ken Santopietro
In the first of a three part Spring series of public lectures for the Program in Applied Ethics, Dr.
Eric Cassell, M.D of Cornell University spoke on
the subject of Medical Ethics on Wednesday night
February 6, in the Nursing Auditorium. Entitled
"Integrity in Practice: Ethics Under Stress in Medi-

cine, Law and Business," the series will also include a delivery on March 6, by Marshall Green,
Esq. of LeBoeuf, Lamp, Lelby, and McRae, New
York City, and a presentation by former Chairman
of the Board and Chief Executive Officer of the
Continental Group, Inc., S. Bruce Smart, Jr. on
April 10.
Dr. Cassel, author of Healer's Art, began his

World News 85
by Christopher M. Tyler
West German Chancellor Helmut Kohl gave
a guarded approval for American research into
a space-based missile defense system. The
plan which is officially called the Strategic
Defense Initiative has gotten the nick-name
"Star Wars."
William J. Schroeder, the recipient of an artificial heart on November 25, will be leaving
the hospital some time this month. Doctors
report that Schroeder is much stronger and
walks the equivalent of three city blocks daily.
They did add, however, that effects of the
stroke he suffered are noticable on the right
side of his body.
British Bomb Experts defused a one ton
bomb that was dropped on England in World
War II. The bomb was discovered by Barry
Hoult who discovered the bomb while operating a mechanical digger.
According to Kirk Smith, Executive Director of the Canadian Sealers Association, commercial clubbing of baby white coated Harp
Seals will end now and will probably never resume. The seals' fur has been in high demand, but both sealers and their opposition
agree that the clubbing will end.
A heating oil spill on Monday will take weeks
to clean up according to environmental control authorities in New York. The spill which
occured near Island Park and Oceanside,
Long Island flowed into a canal and ran into
a shallow river basin.
Saudi Arabian King Fahd began a five day
trip on Monday. He met with President Reagan and urged the president to take a more
aggressive stance in the Middle East to
achieve peace. It is also suspected that arms
sales to Saudi Arabia will be discussed between Fahd and Reagan.
Greek Prime Minister Andreas Papandreou
left Monday on an official visit to the Soviet
Union at a time when tensions between the
U.S. and Greece are high. Papandreou said,
however, that the tensions were merely due
to a squabble between friends.
South Florida Task Force on Drugs' official,
Jim Ding Field, expressed dismay over confiscation of cocaine since January 19. More
than 4,500 lbs. of cocaine has been confiscated, which is more than was confiscated in
all of 1981. But officials do not know if that is
because more of the drug is coming in or if
it is because they are doing a better job.
Goats from an island used by the Navy for
target practice were put up for adoption recently. The goats from the island of San
Clemente are being sold for as much as $35.
Over 300 goats have been rescued from the
island to date and any remaining when the
operation is finished will be destroyed by Navy
sharpshooters.

discussion by explaining that there exists a fundamental basis of trust between doctor and patient based upon an assumption of integrity on
behalf of the former. "An applied, specialized body
of knowledge simply is not adequate," he stated,
and continued, "It is the person of a doctor that
makes the difference."
"One can't tolerate uncertainty, so trust is then
placed in a doctor," commented Dr. Cassell.
However, he noted that doctors often feel threatened because of the enormous responsibility
placed on their shoulders. Self-discipline is necessary when a doctor accepts trust. He is at all times
human, but he must be knowledgeable and informed on all the latest advances. He stated,
"Good doctors don't take chances because they
know better. The nerve lies in not doing things."
Dr. Cassell remarked that each day he rises at
7:15 and reads the New England Medical Journal for a half-hour. He will read it cover to cover.
He added, "A good doctor can't be afraid to make
reference if he needs help in anything. There isn't
one of you out there who should believe you can't
be a good physician if you are disciplined," he
concluded.

Eric Cassell M.D. delivered a lecture on Ethics within the Medical profession. The lecture, entitled "Integrity in the Practice of Medicine," was held in the Nursing Auditorium.
[Photo by Jan Freddino]

Library Conducts Survey
by Denise Murphy
During December a survey was conducted in
the library to determine student use patterns and
perceptions of the suitability of library conditions.
Based on the survey, lowering the noise level in
the library is the number one priority for students
in improving library work conditions with 23% of
all respondents indicating noise is a problem. The
next most frequently mentioned improvement
(17%) is the addition of more study space in the
library. Two other suggestions that students
thought could be considered include again allowing beverages in the library (14%), while 11%
asked for better temperature control.
Each of these specific recommendations have
been considered and appropriate actions are being planned. A campaign to reduce the level of
noise in the library will take place during the busiest periods of the spring semester by focusing
on loud areas in the library and breaking the pattern of disruption. The lack of study space is a
campus-wide problem that is being addressed
by the university. Additional space could be
gained only by expanding the building, a solution that is not economically feasible at this time.
Drinking soda, coffee, etc. will remain prohibited
because of the disruption to patrons and staff from
accumulated trash, and the potential of damage
to library materials, equipment, and furnishings.
' The University Department of Energy and Engineering has been very cooperative in exploring methods for improving the heating/cooling
system for the library in the past few months. A
number of solutions are being studied to improve
the temperature consistency in the library.
The questionnaire indicated that juniors and
sophomores use the library more than seniors
and freshman, in that order. It was found that 33%
of all students who use the libary spend more than
15 hours a week in the building, while over 55%
spend at least 10 hours a week.
A vacant seat count was taken to determine the
demand for seating during the peak usage period between the hours of 6 p.m. and 11 p.m. from

November 15 to December 19, 1984. There are
580 available seats in the library. The heaviest
demand for seating was at 8 p.m. during any
weeknight, with no particular day being heavier
than another. On Friday December 14, during the
final exam period, there were only 96 vacant seats
at 8 .m, the lowest total of the survey. On all other
weeknights at least 150 vacant seats were always
available. The average number of students studying in the library at 8 p.m. Monday-Friday during
the last six weeks of the semester was 320.

Boos
boo of the week goes to the poor turnouts at both
the primary and final F.U.S.A. elections... possibly more publicity by F.U.S.A. to get people to vote
would get more people to the polls on the decision day... 50 mph winds on the final election day
did not help much either... To the dangerous lack
of lights in the Regis parking lot...a couple of
flood lights mounted on the building could solve
the problem of low visibility... boo to the rapid
approach of the real workload of the
semester... as we reach the conclusion of February it daws on us that mid-terms are right around
the corner as is the onslaught of papers and
research projects...

The library recently finished a survey that determined peak hours of studying and off-peak
study hours.

Cheers

the cheer of the week goes out to the newly elected F.U.S.A. president, James English, and the four
candidates who ran a hard race and a well-fought
campaign... now that the contest is over some
serious planning can begin for next year... cheers
to the long weekend that is approaching... Washington could not have planned a better way to celebrate the anniversary of his birth
even if Monday is the day that the day is legally
celebrated.. .the final cheer recognizes the work
of the History Department for bringing the Polish
attorney—Mr. Sila-Nowicki—to speak on the
struggle of the Polish and their Solidarity... it was
enlightening to hear a primary report on what is
happening in Poland...
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Business Dept. Established First
by Eileen Quirk
The correct year of establishment for the Business Department is 1949. In that year the department offered major concentrations in accounting
and general business.
During the University's early years, four different degrees were offered at the under-graduate
level; the AB, BS, BBA, and BBS.
A former chariman of the Accounting and Business Department provided the author with
detailed information about academics at Fairfield
University some thirty years ago.
The enrollment statistics for 1953-54 shows
588 men enrolled, with 22% receiving BBA's,
(Bachelor of Business Administration), 12%
awarded AB's, 27% graduating with BS's, and
37% receiving BBS's.
In the Curricular Catalogue of that graduating
year, the requirements for BA or a BS are much
different than the requirements today. The BA
degree required a minimum of 2 years college
Latin, (following 3 or 4 in high school), and intense
readings of Horace, Juvenal, Vergil, Catulus,
Cicero and of the later authors both pagan and
Christian. Greek and college algebra, or geometry were strongly suggested.
For an accounting major earning his BBA, 146
credit hours were required, as compared to the
126 hours accounting majors must take today.
This high number of credit hours was due to the

CPA academic requirements of the students'
status.
A typical schedule for an accounting major for
his junior and senior years in 1954 looked somewhat as such:
JUNIOR YEAR
God and Creation, Incarnate Word and
Redemption
Logic, Epistemology, Onotology, Cosmology, Cost
Accounting, Tax Accounting, Electives - Four
courses in the field of business or economics
SENIOR YEAR
Marriage and the Family; Asceticism and the
Apostle, Fundamental and Empirical Psychology, Rational Psychology and Natural Theology,
General and Special Ethics, Advanced Accounting, Auditing, Electives.
Obviously Fairfield University in 1954 emphasized the importance of Philosophy, Ethics,
Religion. It is doubtful today whether many students would know what a course such as Ontology or Cosmology really was.
Although the Ontology and Cosmology classes are no longer listed in the Course Catalogue,
Fairfield University still maintains a strict core
code; that of the Liberal Arts education. This tradition of Liberal Arts enrichment can be traced
to the very first graduating class where Logic and
Epistemology were as familiar as. Intro to
Philosophy and Religion are to students at Fairfield today.

Lawyer From Poland Speaks
On Popieluszko's Murder
by Chris Tyler
Wladyslaw Sila-Nowicki, formerly an active Polish defense lawyer, addressed a small gathering
Tuesday night, Feb. 12, in the Faculty Dining
Room of the Campus Center.
The bulk of Mr. Sila-Novicki's lecture, which was
delivered through an interpreter, was on the effect of the shooting death of Rev. Jersy Popieluszko by Polish security forces. Popieluszko, a
Solidarity priest, was shot and his death stirred
up controversy within the Polish state. Said SilaNowicki "The death of Popieluszko helped to
strengthen the church in Poland." He added, "I
admired this man."
"It was done out of political motives, not personal motives," said the one time legal counsel
to Lech Walesa. Sila-Noviwki also stated through
an interpreter that he felt somewhat responsible
for the priest's death because he was responsible for helping Popieluszko stay where he was,
in Warsaw, not moving on to Rome.
Sila-Nowicki also stated that it could be a
reasonable assumption that the perpetrators of
the shooting were brought to justice so quickly
in an open trial to prevent an uprising of the people of this strongly Catholic nation, but he also
added, "It is impossible to pin down the cause

of this. Only those who are high in authority know
the answer to that and I assure you that I am not
one of them."
Sila-Nowicki also stated that it was a conscious
act on the part of the Polish government to allow
one million people to gather for the funeral of Fr.
Popieluszko. Citing an instance when a Polish
soccer player was kicked by a Russian soccer
player the crowd began to chant 'Beat the Russians,' Sila-Nowicki said, "That was a crowd of one
hundred thousand and the police could do
nothing."
Sila-Nowicki was a one time second Lieutenant
in the army in World War II and later joined the
Polish underground. Sila-Nowicki has been imprisoned several times for being a dissident and
has received death sentences four times. In December of 1956 he was released after serving nine
years in jail. He was just recently forced to retire
as a lawyer due to a new law in Poland that prohibits the practice of law by anyone over age 70.
According to Mr. Sila-Nowicki, Poland is sentimentally and intellectually western oriented, but
many Polish people have a resentment towards
the victors of World War II and the Yalta Agreement because it has left Poland in the hands of
the Soviet Union. Said Sila-Nowicki, "Poland was
delivered into the hands of the Soviet Union."

English Beats Reed By 200
Vote Margin For
Election —
Victory
m
Continued from page 1
When asked about the registration process and
the drop/add period English stated, "We'll have
to check with other schools and see where we
rate. Maybe we're better or maybe they have a
way of doing things that's better. We'll have to find
out and see."

Getting F.U.S.A. to meet the needs of the students is a goal of Mr. English when he takes control of the executive branch of F.U.S.A. in early
April.

Compiled by Denise Murphy
Career interest testing is available at the Student Health Center. This testing compares your
interests to those of persons in many different
careers. You learn, for example, how similar you
are in your likes and dislikes to accountants or
psychologists or nurses. This service is free to
any Fairfield University student. To make an appointment, come to the Student Health Center,
Loyola Hall, Room 101, or call ext. 2146.
The seaside resort areas of Cape Cod Massachusetts and the islands of Nantucket and Martha's Vineyard are experiencing problems in
finding enough college workers to service a rapidly growing tourist industry. This summer they will
be offering thousands of jobs with good pay. For
further information send long self-addressed
stamped envelope to Cape Cod Summer Job
Bureau, Box 594, Room 11, Barnstable, MA 02630
or drop in to the Career Planning and Placement
Office.
In observance of Black History Month, the
UMOJA club will present two films in the Nursing Auditorium. The first film will be Black Histo-

ry: Lost, Stolen, Staryed featuring Bill Cosby and
the second is Heritage of Slavery. Admission for
both films is free. The films will be shown at 7:00
p.m. on Feb. 20 and 28.

*****

The Third Annual Beach Party sponsored by
the F.U.S.A. Special Events Committee to benefit
the F.U.S.A. Scholarship Fund will be held on
Satruday, February 23. Tickets will be $5.00 and
will be on sale lunch only Wednesday, February
20, thru Friday, February 2a
Attention student employees: according to IRS
regulations, employees claiming an "exempt" status on their withholding statement (W-4 form) must
file a new W-4 form for 1985 prior to February 15,
1985. If you have any questions or did not receive
a W-4 form on your paycheck or misplaced your
original form, please go to the Payroll Office to
remove your "exempt" status.
A discussion of the Bishop's Pastoral Letter on
the economy will take place on February 25 in
the Nursing Auditorium. The discussion which
was originally scheduled for February 5 was postponed due to the snow. Admission is free.

Fire Chief Distributes Decals
by Chris Tyler
Over the past week David Russell, Chief of the
Fairfield Fire Department has been distributing
stickers that show the telephone number of the
Fairfield Fire Department in an effort to promote
fire safety and make people more accustomed
to dialing that phone number instead of the 911
emergency number.
The stickers, which are available at the Campus Center Info Booth, have the number of the
Fire Department and a blank space for the address of the home that the sticker has been placed
in. According to Chief Russell, calls reporting fires
are sometimes made by persons not knowing the
exact address of the home. "By putting the number right there (on the phone) you can't make any
mistakes when you call in," said Chief Russell.
Chief Russell also added that dialing the opera-

tor first does not speed the call. He suggests calling the station directly when reporting a fire.
Stickers have also been available through Mr.
Henry Stevens'office, in Student Services, and
on shuttle buses.
Chief Russell also stated that smoke detectors
are another area of major concern. "The best way
to check your smoke detector is by using smoke,"
he said. Using the test button on the alarm only
indicates that the battery and the horn are working. It doesn't insure the alarm's effectiveness.
Chief Russell also added that a large number
of the smoke detectors in homes do not work because they have defective batteries. "Nationwide
about forty percent of all smoke detectors are not
working," he said.
In closing Chief Russell urged the use of the
stickers and periodic checks of smoke alarms by
using smoke or matches.

FUSA SPECIAL EVENTS
PRESENTS

THE

BEACH
A FUSA Scholarship Benefit
Saturday, February 23rd
Campus Center Gym
$5.00 Admission includes: FREE
entry into mystery door price drawing
- color photos of you and your friends
- dancing to the beach sounds of "Tire Biter'

English also stated on Sunday that one of the
best ways of getting people involved in F.U.S.A.
is to give them more responsibility. "If the students take an active role and have fun then they'll
want to come back and work again and maybe
they'll tell a friend who will want to work at an event
also," said English. He also advocated the use
of suggestion boxes and rallying the students as
had been done previously by Phil McCarthy,
F.U.S.A. Membership Coordinator.
English also added towards the end of Sunday's debate that platforms between the candidates this year had been so much alike that he
chose not to write a specific platform. "I think
you'll find that of the candidates that published
platforms they were carbon copies of each other.
The things that they say should be a givensomething that every F.U.S.A. president should
want to do."

Campus Happenings

- tropical food, entry into all contests
- tropical punch, beer, soda & food available

Dr. Agnes Mary Mansour delivered the first lecture in a series on "Women in Society." The
lecture, entitled "Woman and Social Welfare"
was presented in the campus Center Oak
Room on Tuesday evening at eight o'clock. The
lecture was followed by a question and answer
session. Dr. Mansour commented that salaries between men and women are still very unequal and that this is especially true in the field
of teaching where men still earn considerable
more for the same job.

3rd Annual
SUMMER
BEACH PARTY
Tix go on sale lunch only
beginning Wed., Feb. 20
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Wattage For What?
Over the last year, WVOF, our FM radio station won a major battle with several other
stations regarding FCC approval for an increase in wattage from 10 to 100 watts. This
power increase would make it much easier for students who are on campus, at the beach,
and even commuters to tune into the campus radio station.
An increase in wattage is not the only barrier preventing the broadcasts at a stronger
singal. New equipment needs to be purchased to replace the outdated record players
and tape decks and microphones which are remnants of the station's earliest days. But
a new transmitter which can put out 100 watts is also a necessity.
WVOF is a student-operated radio station with a budget supplied by the university. As
a student club, a portion of each student's activity fund supports WVOF. Mr. Fitzpatrick
is responsible for the station overall, but Gary Stephenson is directly responsible for planning and assisting the students in operating the station.
For the average student on campus, WVOF might be somewhat of a mystery. Depending on what time you tune in, you may hear Rock or New Wave or Progressive Jazz. The
programming depends on the particular DJ's schedule. It is also possible that you may
have set your dial to 88.5 and got nothing but static because the station isn't even broadcasting. This can happen if it is necessary to make repairs, or more frequently, if the DJ
couldn't make it and no one was able to fill-in.
One very important improvement can quickly be made with WVOF. A full-time or parttime engineer should be hired. This would relieve the current situation which has WVOF
relying on the Media Center to supply an engineer if something should breakdown. If the
station had their own engineer, preventive maintenance could be done to stop some of
the problems before they cause a shut-down.
Another improvement, almost as important as an engineer, is the need for a full or parttime station manager. This person would not have the burdens of five courses on top of
the daily operations of the station. The students would still have control, but the manager
and engineer would help run the station much more professionally.
This situation needs to be seriously considered now by the administration. Increasing
WVOF's wattage is almost putting the cart before the horse. Before we turn the station
up so that more people can listen, let's improve the operations so that it can run smoothly
and responsibly at all times and not be forced to shut down. This is especially important
since the university is increasing its committment to Communications both on the undergraduate and the graduate level. Certainly the year of the Humanities should be extended to include the media as the year they serve the students more.
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On Behalf Of A Freeze, Not A Build-Down
To the Editor:
First allow me to congratulate Albert Wunsch
(and the Mirror) tor the recent article, "Build-Down
or Freeze." It was a thoughtful and well-organized
statement of the build-down position. I do,
however, disagree with Mr. Wunsch's basic points
and would like to respond to them.
1. The build-down would allow the U.S. and the
U.S.S.R. to continue to build the new generation
of nuclear weapons provided the two countries
discard some of their present weapons in the
process. This simply legitimizes the nuclear arms
race, which is such a danger to us all. It's precisely the new weapons, e.g. MX, Trident II, which
are the most dangerous because they are accurate enough to take out Russian weapons before the Russians can tire theirs. This means that
these new weapons have tirst-strike capabilities;
they are for shooting first in a nuclear war. In a
crisis, the Russians would have to be worried that
they might lose their weapons to a pre-emptive
first strike by the Americans. As a result, the Soviet
Union would feel the need to get the jump on the
U.S. by firing first. In short, building the new generation of weapons is not merely to "modernize our
strategic forces" (to use Mr. Wunsch's phrase) but
to escalate the arms race to a new and more dangerous level. The build-down would encourage
this to happen.
2. Only a mutual and verifiable freeze on
nuclear weapons can stop the arms race. The
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freeze proposal requires both super powers to
jointly cease building any new nuclear weapons.
Unlike the build-down it would not allow either
side to construct the new generation of first strike
weapons that greatly adds to our danger. Previous arms control agreements have limited the
production of certain, specified weapons systems
but scientists have always come up with new ones
not covered by the treaties. A freeze is the first
proposal to halt the production of all nuclear
weapons: present or future. It's the first proposal,
therefore, that can actually stop the nuclear
weapons race. The build-down, on the other hand,
encourages the continued growth, i.e. escalation
of the arms race.
3. Mr. Wunsch bases his opposition to a freeze
on the assertion that the U.S. is behind in strategic weaponry. This is simply untrue. The U.S.
has a substantial lead over the U.S.S.R. in the total number of nuclear warheads. It is the warheads, not the missiles, which destroy targets and
the U.S. can destroy more targets than the Soviet
Union. Moreover, the U.S. holds a substantial advantage over the Russians in submarine-based
nuclear weapons and aircraft-based nukes. These

weapons are far more difficult for an enemy to
target simply because they are mobil,
manuverable.
On the other hand, the only advantage enjoyed
by the Russians is in land-based missiles as
Wunsch correctly points out. It is important to
remember two things, however: a) these landbased missiles are "sitting ducks" that are easily targeted by our weapons and b) U.S. planners
purposely decided years ago to shift our program
away from the more vulnerable land-based missiles to invulnerable submarine missiles that are
virtually impossible for the Soviets to target. In
addition, we have a decided advantage in submarine technology as Secretary of Defense Weinberger himself has stated. This explains the
reluctance of the Russians to match us in that
area and it explains their continued commitment
to land-based systems despite the vulnerability
of the latter.
In sum, the United States is clearly not behind
the Soviet Union in strategic weaponry, nor has
it ever been. It is easily equal, if not superior to
the Russians. Testifying before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee, General John Vessey,

Fr. Scully's Memorial Mishandled
Dear Editor,
As former students and great admirers of Father
Bernard Scully, we cannot help but protest at the
manner in which Father Scully's death was handled on this campus.
We had known Father Scully since September
and in that short time our admiration and affection for his loving spirit had grown greatly. This
brings us to the question of how an institution
which had been graced by the services of this
generous man for over twenty years could allow
his death to pass so casually.
Father Scully died on Friday, February 1st. Between that day and his funeral the most obvious
sign of campus-wide mourning would have been
to have the school flag at half-mast — why wasn't
it?? Trivial as it may seem, this would have been
at least one small sign that we had experienced
a loss as a community.
Even more disturbing was the fact that there
wasn't any specific memorial Mass held on campus in Father Scully's honor. A memorial Mass
should have been held and was necessary to
bring the students together as a unit in order that
we could reflect on how this man had touched
our lives both collectively and individually.
However, the most painful part of the situation
was the way Father's funeral as handled. Was this
man's service to us not important enough to stop

classes and thus allow the students to pay a final
reverence to a passing friend? Why weren't at
least 2nd and 3rd periods cancelled to enable the
students to attend the funeral, most especially
since there had not been a Mass on campus.?
The clincher however was that although Father
Scully was a vital part of this campus — it wasn't
considered that members of our community who
would be able to attend the funeral without missing classes would need transportation to get there.
Many people who would have sacrificed a class
or two found themselves faced with the problem
of either catching a shuttle or walking into town
through the snow in their suits etc. with no sure
way of getting back to campus. Fairfield students
were one of the many groups of people which
Father Scully devoted his life and love to —
couldn't a bus have been arranged to ensure that
we were able to pay our last respects and show
our gratitude.
This situation has gnawed at us since Father's
death. How could our community allow "the
waters to close over" our late friend so quickly?
Father Scully deserved much more than that and
a memorial Mass on campus would definitely be
in order in the near future.
Karan McBride '88
Lisa Muratori '88
Carolyn Janton '88

head of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, has stated clearly
and unequivocally that he would not exchange
the U.S. military capability for that of the U.S.S.R.
Exactly the same point was made by Secretary
of Defense Casper Weinberger.
If we build more nuclear weapons now—and
that's what will happen under a build-down—then
the Russians will feel the need to do the same.
A new escalation of the arms race will begin and
threaten us all. It's in our best interest to keep the
U.S.S.R. from building more weapons. That's what
will give us more security and that's what will happen if we are also willing to stop building nuclear
weapons. That's what a freeze means; both sides
simultaneously stopping nuclear weapons
production.
A final note: we don't have to trust the Russians to have a freeze. There is wide spread agreement among scientists and technicians—and the
CIA—that we have the technological means to
verify compliance with a freeze. We can check
on the Russians and they can check on us. William Colby, former head of the CIA, made that
point emphatically in his speech at Fairfield U.
last year.
The Russians have agreed to talk about a
freeze; Washington has refused. We are now behind in the peace race, not the arms race. A builddown legitimizes the arms race; a freeze offers
a chance to stop it. Our national security requires
that we choose the freeze.
Dr. Kevin Cassidy
Politics Department

Letter Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and comments of its readers. Letters
to the Editor can be submitted to
Box AA or to the Mirror office in the
ground floor of Gonzaga.
All letters to the Mirror must follow the policy set forth by the Editorial Board.
1. Letters must be relevant and timely.
2. Letters must be typewritten on a 20-65
margin, double spaced.
3. Letters must be received by 6:00 p.m.
Saturday evening for publication the following Thursday.
4. To insure publication every letter must be
signed. With Mirror permission, author's
name may be withheld.
5. Upon submission, letters become Mirror
property.
6. The Mirror reserves the right to edit all
letters. Letters must be free of personal attacks, Inaccurate factual
material, and all libel.
7. Letters which contain personal arguments or replies should be conducted on
a face to face basis, so that room can be
reserved for more generalized topics.
8. The Executive Board shall determine by
majority vote which letters shall appear.
The Board's decision is final.
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Learn What Is Happening
Questions of how fair the nation's attitude has been toward the poor and
underprivileged were answered in a defiant way last Thursday night by Georgia State Senator Julian Bond in a press conference and lecture delivered
on campus. [This editorial will not endorse or deny his statements specifically. It will instead attempt to outline the importance of the message that the
civil rights leader had to say to a jammed Oak Room a week ago today]
Various elements of his delivery started some reflection on the state of the
university's awareness of the plight of the poor and the underprivileged not
in Fairfield, but in our neighboring city of Bridgeport. The crowd at the lecture was not a typical throng for a university function. It was out of the ordinary to see the high percentage of Blacks who attended. On a campus that
is predominatnly white it is easy to forget about the Black, Hispanic and Asian fellow humans who are our neighbors to share the world with. Concern
was the message that showed through the large turnout of people from the
Bridgeport area.
The main point here is that these people came to hear about the world
and our nation from the perspective of a man who sees a nation that is losing
ground in terms of strength and inner peace. Whether Bond spoke the total
truth or his opinion on the state of the U.S. makes no difference. What does
matter is the fact that bond came to Fairfield and delivered a message of
a nation that is slipping backwards. Many concerned people listened. There
is not a majority of students on campus who are concerned about the disturbing messages delivered seven nights ago. The university community
should know what is happening to the people at the bottom rung of our great
society.
Listening to his message, would be a positive experience for the students
here and'the university commurtipis a whole. Knowledge of the world around
us is the.main thrust of the entire-educational process. Seeing the people
who crowded in to see this political leader should tell the people here at Fairfield that it is a terrible mistake to let yourself get distracted from the outside,
the so-called real world, where people are fighting to survive. Most of them
are not working 9-5 on Wall Street. The majority of the world is far poorer
than we. There are specific ways to avoid this ignorance. Listen to people
with different ideas. Meet with those who work with the poor. It does not take
long to learn what is happening.
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The Invasion Of The Tabloids: An Essay
by Barbara Murray
Robert Maxwell, one of Britain's leading publishers, is nipping at the heels of Australian media baron Rupert Murdoch and his global press
empire. He wants to unseat Murdoch and become
Britain's next press lord of London's Fleet Street.
Murdoch, however, is not ready to give up the title, and intends to fight Maxwell to the finish to
keep it.
Maxwell has set his sights high. Murdoch's
press empire is enormous. He controls four
London-based newspapers, including The Times
of London and The Sun. Murdoch also owns a
number of papers in Australia, most notable, The
Sydney Telegraph. Recently, he expanded his empire even further by purchasing several U.S. publications. Murdoch now controls The Boston
Herald, The New York Post, and The Chicago
Sun-Times.
Murdoch Collects Newspapers
The clash of wills started several years ago
when Murdoch began "collecting" the British
newspapers which fuel his empire. Each time one
went up for sale, Maxwell would make an offer
only to be out-bid by Murdoch. As Maxwell
schemed, Murdoch continued his empirebuilding. Murdoch's most recent acquisition was
The Chicago Sun-Times, purchased from Field Enterprises last December, 1983.
Less than a year later, The Mirror, one of London's largest sensationalist tabloids, went up for
sale. Maxwell snatched at the opportunity to give
Murdoch a run for his money, and immediately
made an offer. The Mirror Group accepted, and
Maxwell took control of the paper in November,
1984.
Maxwell Strikes Back
The Mirror is Maxwell's most powerful weapon
against Murdoch, and he's using it to strike at the
heart of Murdoch's global press empire, the cashrich Sun, England's leading popular tabloid. The
Sun boasts a circulation of about 4.2 million; The
Mirror is not far behind with 3.6 million. But sales
tell a different story. In 1983, Murrdoch's Sun
earned pre-tax profits of $4.6 million on sales of
$595.3 million, an 8% profit margin. The Mirror
only showed a 2% profit margin, earning $7.4 million on sales of $350 million.
As part of his strategy to lure readers away from
The Sun, Maxwell is pumping The Mirror full of
a lot of the same "slam-bang" journalism that
made Murdoch's Sun so successful. He is standing British journalism on its ear with a Murdochstyle offering of bingo games, cheesecake photos and splashy reporting—all designed to beat
Murdoch at his own game. Headlines emblazoned across the front page of 77ie Mirror have
become bigger and bolder; there is less "gray
matter." Impressive photos squeeze copy into a
six-inch space. The principle aim is to increase
circulation.

Unlike most British publishers who stay out of
the workings of the newsroom, Maxwell involves
himself in every aspect of his paper from layout
to distribution. He writes his own editorials, determines the length and content of stories, and
organizes "special editions." He even promotes
The Mirror's bingo contest by insisting that his picture be plastered on the front page under a bold
caption that reads, "Who Dares Wins."
The Mirror Expands
If history is any indication, Maxwell's Murdochian approach to popular newspapers will pay
off royally for The Mirror. Given the social class
structure in Britain with its large population of
working-class tabloid readers, The Mirror stands
a very good chance of gaining a substantial following. Already circulation has improved. One of
the first things Maxwell did when he took control
of the paper five months ago, was to reduce its
price one pence. Not long after, circulation jumped
by about 200,000. Other moves, reminiscent of
Murdoch, have also tended to boost sales and
circulation. More space in The Mirror is being
devoted to human interest pieces rather than
straight news items. This trend dates back to the
advent of the Sunday-only journals and The Pall
Mall Gazette, published in London during the 19th
century. These publications contained the new
breed of journalism, a variety that catered to the
concerns of the rising middle-class. A new formula was developed for putting the reader into
the news by reporting events that touched him
directly. Rather than talking about foreign affairs,
newspapers for the middle-class would exploit
murders, thefts and divorces. Smart businessmen
like Murdoch latched onto this idea right away,
recognizing it as the best way to maximize sales.
Today, more than ever, Murdoch is using his popular tabloids to promote sales and up circulation.
He is not concerned so much with what they put
out; it's what they bring in.
Murdoch's Plans Stagnate
Now, Murdoch is applying a similar get-richquick tabloid strategy to his American-based
newspapers. Unfortunately for him, it isn't working as well as it did in Britain. Right after he bought
The Chicago Sun-Times in December, '83, Murdoch moved to increase its circulation as a means
of pulling in more advertising revenue. He
launched cash give-aways, promoted contests,
enlarged headlines, used more pictures, and littered the front page of Trie Sun-Times with lightweight human interest stories. Murdoch's SunTimes is a throw-back tothe sensationalist tabloids of the early days. The January 22,1984 edition carried a front page headline that read:
RABBI HIT IN 'SEX-SLAVERY' SUIT.
Shortly after Murdoch's take-over, more than
twenty employees at 77»e Sun-Times quit their jobs
in protest of the new management. Subscriptions
dropped by 40,000 during the first two months
Murdoch owned the paper, and street sales were

also down.
What happened? Why didn't Murdoch's surefire tabloid strategy work for The Sun-Times?
There are a number of reasons. First, there is
the small matter of an ocean which separates two
nations possessing very different cultures. Popular tabloids are aimed at a certain segment of the
British population. They circulate largely throughout the working-class, and pose no threat to the
'elite' press (Trie Times of London, The Financial
Times, The Guardian) or its readers. Class distinctions prevent this. They explain why a workingclass miner wouldn't be caught dead lining his
boots with a copy of The Times of London, and
why an aristocrat wouldn't train a new puppy on
The Mirror. The 'elite' and 'popular' presses exist
independent of one another in Great Britain.
Neither poses a threat to the existence of the
other.
The situation is very different in the U.S. The
Chicago Sun-Times is an excellent example of
what happens to a reputable paper turned tabloid. Sales may increase. That's not unlikely. Lots
of financial consultants are predicting a powerful come-back for Murdoch's Sun-Times based on
his track-record in other U.S. cities. Under Murdoch's ownership. The New Ybrk Post has nearly
doubled sales in seven years, and in Boston, the
Herald's circulation climbed 40% in 1983. But, in
the case of The Sun-Times, consider all the Chicago readers who have switched their allegiance
since the take-over. The Chicago Tribune, archrival of The Sun-Times, showed a tremendous increase in sales last year, due in part, to a large
number of once-loyal Sun-Times readers who
switched camps.
Here's the rub. When Murdoch gets hold of a
paper like The Chicago Sun-Times, and turns it
into a cheeky tabloid, he is sacrificing the reputation of a respectable, U.S. daily, so he can bring
in enough revenue to compete with aggressors
like Maxwell, who have designs on his empire.
The Sun-Times will ultimately make big money for
Murdoch, as did The Post and The Herald, but it
will take time because it always takes time for people to lower their standards. The Sun-Times will
gain a new following, one with a taste for the scandalous and the bizarre. Those readers who do
not possess such tastes, but who are interested
in the news, will buy The Tribune instead.
Another reason why Murdoch's get rich quick
scheme hasn't shown immediate results in the
U.S. has to do with geography. Kenneth Olsen
writes in his book about the European press, "The
very compactness of the Isles enables London
to dominate British journalism, as no American
city can dominate in the United States..." Chicago is not an island capitol. It doesn't control this
nations' press. It's possible that Murdoch used
British newspaper strategy in the wrong environment, miscalculating the demand for his new
paper and its rate of growth. Right now, The SunTimes is losing its old following. When Murdoch

took over at the paper, it already had a target audience. Murdoch abandoned it. He turned The
Sun-Times inside-out; so much so, regular readers no longer recognize it. They had come to expect a certain level of journalistic responsibility
and professionalism from The Sun-Times and
hadn't anticipated any major changes. Murdoch
disregarded everything the Old Guard had come
to expect and did an about-face. He tried to create a whole new target audience by transforming a competitive middle-class paper into a
working class tabloid, filled with huge, 40 point
heads, up-sized photos, and gads of gossip. The
change was too much, too fast, and the traffic
wouldn't bear it.
The changes Maxwell instituted at The Mirror
in London were more a matter of degree. He, too,
walked into a newspaper that had a predetermined target audience, but instead of trying to change it to up circulation, he simply built
it up, and got the same result. He lowered the
price of a working class paper 1p, and circulation jumped 200,000 almost immediately. Maxwell didn't give Mirror readers anything different;
he just gave them more of the same; more contests, more prizes, more chances to win, more
paper for less money.
The Mirrorwas profiled in 1965 by Kenneth Olsen. He saw it as "a sensationalist tabloidraucous journalism at its loudest...weak on significant news, but it makes money...usually proLabor." The same description could just as easily apply to any of Murdoch's popular papers. Only
the title and the masthead need to be changed.
The London Sun, The New York Post, The Boston
Herald, and the Chicago Sun-Times are all brainchildren of Rupert Murdoch. They are all products
of Murdoch's one-two punch, hard-hitting, British
press strategy to up circulation and increase sales,
often at the expense of quality journalism.
If the trend continues, more British press barons, like Murdoch and Maxwell, will keep buying
up respectable American newspapers, and transforming them overnight into "birdcage liners." Who
will be next? The New Ybrk Times? The Boston
Globe? If great American dailies like these are
forced to undergo the transformation, their biggest contribution to journalism will be a listing of
yesterday's "Lotto" winners.
In invasion of British tabloid strategy is destroying the American press. It works in Britain because there will always be a market for tabloids.
In the U.S. too, there are those readers who
choose less sophisticated papers. But altering the
character of a respectable daily like The Sun-Times
leaves its readers without a paper—unless, of
course, they are willing to lower their standards.
The new Sun-Times has become a sort of "liberal rag" since Murdoch took over. It looks the way
it does because Murdoch is using it to fight a war
overseas. The battle is on to determine who will
become Britain's next press baron, and American journalism is paying the price.
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Reckless Pursuit of Profit a Threat to Mankind
by Richard Carr
We live today under the threat of complete annihilation of our species by nuclear weapons. The
potential to slaughter our brothers and sisters
across the globe is so beyond anything ever imaginable that it seems more like science-fiction
rather than reality. A nuclear war which would
wipe out anything living on this planet is not even
comprehensible to us. It cannot be. Should we
truly come to realize how close we are to the brink
of destruction we could no longer tolerate our existence as such. Fortunately, we are able to hide,
for the most part, from our consciousness the total "reality" of complete self-destruction which
confronts our modern world.

"U.S. industry currently
produces 264 million
tons of toxic chemical
wastes each year. An estimated 90 percent of
those wastes are disposed of in an unsafe
manner."
This is of course a great threat we must rid ourselves of. But aside from this obvious danger
there is another threat, no less dangerous to our
continuation as a species, and that is the poisoning of the environment.
A discussion of just one example should be
sufficient to illustrate the danger we face now and
in the long run of this environmental destruction.
I would like to describe what our nation is doing
to its water supply.
U.S. industry currently produces 264 million
tons of toxic chemical wastes each year. An estimated 90 percent of those wastes are disposed
of in an unsafe manner — mainly in toxic waste
dumps from which they eventually leak into the
sources of our water supplies.
About 1.4 billion pounds of pesticides are
produced each year. Many also eventually end
up poisoning our water sources.
In short, chemical wastes and pesticides increasingly constitute a grave threat to human life.
This threat is not new, yet there have been so few
efforts even to monitor the problem, much less
deal with it, that it could very well reach epidem-

ic proportions before our society wakes up to its
seriousness.
Many people are aware of the highly publicized
Love Canal incident in Niagara, New York. Residents there suffered a spate of birth defects, miscarriages, rare cancers and other ailments after
chemicals from an abandoned waste dump
leaked into the water and were carried into homes.
There are literally tens of thousands of such
"toxic time bombs" waiting to go off. Government
efforts to deal with this problem have been less
than pathetic. For example, eight years after being directed by congress to regulate toxic waste
dumps, the EPA has only taken responsibility for
6,500 of them out of a total estimated at anywhere
from 30-50,000. Only a mere 247 have been certified as safe. The rest are continuing with "temporary" permits, even though a survey showed
that 80% of them do not properly monitor for
leaks.
Most people find out about poisoned water the
hard way — by being poisoned. A growing number of "Love Canals" have emerged in recent
months. In San Jose, California a study showed
that miscarriages doubled and birth defects tripled over a two-year period after the chemical TCA
had leaked into a neighborhood well from the
storage tank of a high tech firm. An earlier survey of the Silicon Valley found chemicals leaking into soil and ground water with contamination
around 82 percent of the companies surveyed.
On the South Side of Chicago the residents
have been saved from the high levels of cyanide
found in two residential wells by avoiding drinking water. In Florida 681 wells have been found
to contain the pesticide EDB — one of the most
toxic substances known.
If we don't "blow up" the world will we poison
ourselves? It seems that this question must be
answered in the affirmative. Yes, it is true, the way
we are going we will eventually allow ourselves
to be destroyed. ALLOW ourselves? Are we ALLOWING ourselves — aren't these grave problems
facing us unavoidable? Yes and no. Yes, two superpowers intent on dominating other nations economically and politically will unavoidably lead to
where we are now — threatened by an escalating nuclear arms race with no end in sight but
our complete destruction. But we can and MUST
deal with the socioeconomic systems that create such insatiable drives for economic exploitation of lesser developed nations as well as the
conditions that result in such a gap between the
richer and poorer nations.

But what about the poisoning of our environment? Isn't a polluted environment a price we
must pay for industrial progress? To this we must
answer no. It is not industrial progress that results
in this poisoning. This is preventable. It is the reckless drive for maximum profits that allows for the
toxic poisoning.

when there is still a serious social need for what
is produced.
Pesticide poisoning need not occur either.
Huge quantities of pesticides are not necessary
to agriculture, and they may well prove counterproductive in the long run because they ruin soil
and create chemical resistant strains of pests.
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Toxic wastes need not be dumped into leaky . ;;They--a*e\UsedJn such large quantities only to
landfills or pumped into waterways. Industrial, •produce ttie highest possible yield per acre '-^wastes can be recycled, incinerated at high temand thus more profit on investments — in the short
puratures or detoxified. The technology for dorun.
ing so already exists. However, investing in the
There seems to be only one solution that makes
facilities for safely dealing with wastes in that
sense. Instead of an economic system based on
fashion would cut into a company's profits. In other
the profit of a few, why not a system in which sowords preventing the poisoning of the environciety democratically controls economic decisionment (the ultimate consequence being our death)
making.
is not profitable in our present economic system
It is quite obvious that if there were no profit
and so it doesn't get done. That makes good ecoto be saved in avoiding environmental protection,
nomic sense from that frame of reference. Just
society, having social control of our economy,
like we destroy crops while people starve, and we
would not choose to poison, or starve itself to
shut down industries and throw people out of work
death.

SMEDLEY'S

Need a place to go that students can afford?
We're known for our Specials
Tuesday: 50$ Mugs of Beer, $2.50
for a 60 Oz Pitcher (9-CL)
Wednes:

Reserve Wednesday, March 6
For Fairfield University

REGGAE NIGHT
at SMEDLEYS

99<P All Bar Drinks (9-CL)
You Can't Beat That!

Thursday: 99$ Domestic Beers (9-CL)

Look For Further Details In Next Week's Mirror

Join the Fun at Smedley's
Beverly
Theatre

Post Road

Fairfield Avenue

2770 Fairfield Avenue
3 blocks past the Beverly Theatre

336-4603
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Pricing British Rock's Biggest Monopoly
by Albert Wunsch
Anyone who listened to Top 40 radio or watched
MTV during the Christmas season could not help
but hear the song: "Do They Know It's Christmas?" This record was performed by a musical
collaboration of "Pop" superstars collectively
known as 'Band-Aid.' All proceeds and royalties
from the record are going into a trust fund to be
used to send food and medication directly to the
famine victims of Ethiopia. This project was just
the latest in a series of British musical efforts
which attempt to publicize and attack particular
world social problems. It is unfortunate that in
regards to benefits for social causes, America's
'superstars' display incredible apathy. In fact, if
I did not know better, I would say that a law must
exist that prohibits most U.S. Rock groups from
being socially conscience.
In 1971, ex-Beatle George Harrison organized
his famous concerts from Bangladesh. The two
concerts were assembled in response to a series of floods which ravaged that overpopulated
and underdeveloped country. The benefits raised
more than $10 million for the United Nations International Children's Emergency Fund
(UNICEF).
Eight years later, British rockers were united
again for a charity concert. The benefit, organized
by another ex-Beatle, Paul McCartney, was held
for four successive nights during Christmas week
in 1979. All proceeds were to aid the refugees and
starving children of Kampuchea (Cambodia). The
concerts, considered the greatest superstar jam
for charity ever assembled, included performances from such headlining acts as Wings, the
Who, Queen, Rockpile, the Clash, Elvis Costello, and Ian Dury.
But those are only the major concerts. Throughout the years, Britain's superstars have spoken
out and held benefits for dozens of causes including racism, nuclear disarmament, multiple sclerosis, Amnesty International, and the nuclear freeze.
In fact, for the most part, British Rockers have
been in the forefront in addressing social
problems while their U.S. counterparts either remain silent or, through guilt, are forced to play
catch-up.
Yet, it has not always been that way. In the 60's,
American bands were the champions of social
causes. These groups spoke out loud and strong
with regards to the social injustices of their age.
In doing so, these musicians and performers
revolutionized the scope of popular music. It be-

came more than just entertainment, it became
a potent political force. So, what happened?
The answer, sadly, is obvious. The "super"
bands of the 60's gave way to the "superbands"
of the 70's and 80's. Groups like Van Halen, Journey, and Fleetwood Mac, are now motivated more
by profits than social justice. America's bands feel
more comfortable partaking in US Festivals and
mega-concerts rather than charity benefits. Fortunately, there exists some exceptions. Bruce
Springsteen has donated money to alleviate the
plight of Vietnam veterans; James Taylor has done
various benefits for the Cambodian Emergency
Relief Fund; and Jackson Browne is very active
in MUSE (Musicians United for Safe Energy). Unfortunately, as previously mentioned, this is more
the exception than the rule.
The facts concerning most of America's Rock
Groups speak for themselves. Despite a United

Nations boycott, American musicians still play
South Africa. Despite the startling facts and
figures with regards to world hunger, there has
not been to date a significant U.S. effort to attack
this problem. And despite the potential Rock music possesses as a political force (the ability to
mobilize youth to a particular cause and to advocate change), the American groups appear satisfied maintaining the status quo.
The time has come for American Rock groups

to break Britain's monopoly on social causes.
What we need is less "Victory" tours and more
victory concerts for those less fortunate. In this
age of "Ghost Busters," I believe the time has
come for more "Trust Busters." Those American
groups or performers who dare to challenge Britain's almost traditional role as the movers and
shakers of social change. It is really not hard to
do, as the Beatles once said, "All you need is
love."
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The Pope's Visit to Latin America
by David Wunsch
In the Speakout section in last weeks Mirror,
the question was: "What do you think about the
Pope's visit to South America?" The people who
answered all seem to feel that the only reason
the Pope made his trip to Latin America, which
was his sixth in as many years, was to tackle the
problem of poverty in the region. He did make
some of his 45 speeches in 12 days on that topic
and he even addressed a crowd in Venezuela
about the right of workers to form unions but his
main concern was that of liberation theology. The
Pope did not want any of his speeches to warn,
scold or plead. He felt that his message should
be evangelical so that the people could possibly
find hope for social justice in the Roman Catholic Church.
The Pope's main concern was the continent's
leading liberation theologian, Father Gustavo
Gutierrez from Peru. The Pope fears that the message being spread by Father Gutierrez is dangerous because the Gospel might be separated
into "political or sociological categories." The
Pope feels this would make the church' lose "its
authentic face."
Peru is a continental training ground in liberation theology. Father Gutierrez teaches a course
which is known as "The Course" in the months
of February and August in which thousands of
priests, sisters and laymen take part in. The people who take this course learn the pastoral techniques of organizing and educating the poor in
base communities. The goal of the students once
they have completed the course is to relate the
Gospel to local conditions of political and economic oppression.

In one of the speeches the Pope made to the
clergy of Peru he did not make any direct comment's about the course. Still, his words which
were his strongest yet on liberation theology, were
obviously aimed at Father Gutierrez and his institute. He told the priests, "Do not permit any
attempt to secularize your religious life nor to involve it in social-political projects which should
be alien to it."
The Pope has been sensitive to any signs of
Marxist influence in the church, especially in the
forms of social analysis that could cause class
conflict. The Pope feels that this type of analysis
neglects other classes that the church's "preferential option for the poor" cannot exclude. The Pope
does not want a rebuilding of the church in Latin
America from the bottom up. This seems to be
the effort of the liberationalists in the area. He
wants the church to remain in its traditional form
where bishops exercise leadership and political
leadership is left to the laity.
Some feel the Pope need not worry. Some of
the base communities set up by liberation theologians are prospering. Their success is largely due to the support of the priests and sisters
of the traditional church. The communities bring
small groups of Catholics together for Bible study,
prayer and social action. This just might be the
start of a revival of Catholicism in the continent.
The Pope might want to investigate these communities because of the support they are receiving. Of course he will always realize that one of
the dangers of liberation theology is that those
who follow it might identify doing the truth with
making revolution. The Pope has a very difficult
task in front of him.

Reagan's Policies Evaluated
President Reagan has failed to live up to his
rhetoric in his 1986 budget proposal. He continues
to call for a balanced budget amendment, but his
spending plan takes us farther away from that
goal. And he continues to speak about fairness
and opportunity while penalizing everyone from
the middle-income categories on down.
Defense spending increases remain nearly untouchable in the President's view, while other programs that benefit the majority of Americans are
being cut or eliminated. At a time when higher
education costs are skyrocketing, he recommends ending financial aid for all but the most
needy families. At a time when only 20 percent
of young families can afford to buy a new home,
he recommends eliminating all major support for

housing programs. At a time when cities are struggling to rebuild, he recommends wiping out
General Revenue Sharing funds and Urban Development Action Grants. And while small businesses are struggling with high interest rates, he
recommends ending the Small Business Administration.
I support the notion of an across-the-board
freeze on spending. But the President's idea of
a budget freeze seems to be eliminating the programs he doesn't like to allow for huge spending
increases in the ones he does. As Congress
fashions a more realistic spending program, the
discipline of deficit reduction will have to be
spread more evenly.
submitted by Senator Christopher Dodd

Salvador's Call for Social Aid
by Arnold Natali
U.S. involvement in Central America is said to
be in the cause of preventing Communism. Some
evidence shows that the rebels in El Salvador
have Cuban-Marxist ties. In El Salvador we have
a poor despondent class who constantly view an
elitist class. Is there any reason why they shouldn't
revolt? Possibly if U.S. aid was directed more
towards social reform than military aid and repression, the Salvadoran people would have no reason to turn to other methods of achieving social
justice.
In regards to the potential fall of Central America
to Communist expansionism, Richard Nixon printed an article in the May 2,1983 edition of the "Wall
Street Journal." Mr. Nixon gave accurate figures
towards U.S. v. U.S.S.R. aid to Vietnam and the
eventual result. He suggested that the fall of Saigon was a direct result of the U.S. cutting military
aid to South Vietnam by 76%. Fearing the same
result in El Salvador, Mr. Nixon requested that we
boost our military aid to El Salvador and other
Central American countries. What Mr. Nixon left
out was that we did virtually nothing for the society of Vietnam. A strong nation is necessary, but
along with it must be the belief of the people in
themselves and their country.
Advancement in Central America has been

measured in military might. What has occurred
as a result of this is a furthering of the gap between left and right. Anyone in El Salvador who
is thought to be left of right is labeled as a Communist and eliminated.
We portray ourselves as a society above that
of the U.S.S.R. in all forms of social justice and
democracy. Yet we resort to the same tactics that
we condemn. If the Salvadoran countryside was
unified, if the peasants were given an honest land
reform, possibly the need to resort to aggression
could be kept to a minimum.
I believe that the crux of the problem that exists in El Salvador is the quest of the peasant class
to achieve some sense of equality. For example,
in 1972 right before Duarte was imprisoned, a land
reform was beginning. After his imprisonment in
1975, 40% of peasants were landless as compared to 12% in 1960.
The United States' role in El Salvador is clear.
Our presence, through our aid and intelligence,
serves as a tactic to prevent Soviet infiltration.
In 1930, 80,000 people held a demonstration
in downtown San Salvador protesting against deteriorating wage and living conditions. Due to this
enormous mass of people, Arturo Araujo was
elected president. Shortly after recognizing the
Salvadoran Communist Party, he was overthrown,
but the feeling of reform did not leave the air.
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by Paul Fabbri
For the past two weeks, activity on
campus came to a standstill. Classes
took a back seat. Love affairs were put
on hold. Road trips were cancelled.
Even drinking was curbed. O.K., maybe
I should have stopped after road trips.
But when all is said and done, they
flocked in droves to the recreational
complex for the last two weeks. It was
Intramural Hoop Championship time.
In the C-league final the Package
Checkers, who hail from the "other"
wing of Jogues IV did in the Doctors of
Dunk. Joe "Dennis" Patuin played well
for the champions. The Docs, composed of various members of the Administration, were unable to capitalize
on some golden opportunities. Captain,
Dr. John Orman suffered his second big
loss of the season and was unavailable for comment. (He can't change my
grade, can he?) Gareth Charter, a superstar in his own mind, had a subpar
performance for the victors.
The mis-named B-Team scored a
43-42 Victory to cop the D-league
crown. Shannon Curly, Bill Crowe, Mike
Fox, and Kevin Mansfield led the way
for the B-Team. Dave Dinoi and Pete
Rumple had strong performances for
the losing Endoplasmic Reticulums. I
wish more could be said about this
game, but information was scarce and
after all, it's only the D-League.
In the women's Championship, (They
Have one?) Skippers Crew scored a

convincing victory over the Fugwimes.
Janet Kendall almost singlehandedly
won the game, netting 21 points. The
game also featured a pair of slam dunks
by Cathy Kiley enroute to a 12 point performance. Biddy Hanrahan was valiant
in defeat pouring in 15.
In the championship clash in the Bleague, the heavenly God Squad met
the delicious Big Cheese. However,
even the Creator could not help the
boys from Jogues. For if one can delve
into the far reaches of the memory, it
was the nucleus of this same team that
narrowly escaped with a 1-0 victory in
the quarter finals of the Intramural Softball tournament last spring. Their victims were the Banana Heads, who also
don the blue and gold of the squad. It
was a game in which, with two out and
two on in the seventh inning, Chris Garvey laced a ball up the middle which is
still rolling.
Now the stage had been set. In one
quick stroke, the Squad could do it all.
Erase the painful memeory of the softball defeat, gain sweet revenge against
their one time conquerors, and garner
the coveted T-shirt. Things started off
well enough. Huey "Doc MOC" Mockler was cleaning the glass. Richie "I'm
not Greg Schwartz" Lee was the
offense. Then suddenly the Birkenstock
Field House became filled with Biblebearing nuns. Surely this meant victory. But it was not to happen. Midway into
the first half, disaster struck. You can
call it what you will. But to this observer
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it was nothing short of divine intervention. It was at this point that the God
Squad felt the wrath of their Mascot. For
at this point, the Lord God from his
throne up above, fired a thunderbolt
down which found residence in the right
shoulder of Mockler. Mockler, (who
does have some feminine tendencies,
but that's irrelevant) folded like an accordian to the floor, writhing in pain.
Craig Maloney, the oft injured, goodlooking brother of Michael, also went
down with a sprained ankle in the second half. Even the efforts of Lee, who
is as fine an athlete as the campus has
to offer, and the inspired comeback of
the injured, devilishly cute, T.J. Hargen,
could not save the God Squad. Nor
could the incredible performance of the
Bobby Knight clone who coached the
Squad. With the Squad forced to play
the remainder of the game with the
doughboy backcourt of Bob Dostilio
and Andy Provencher, the Cheese triumphed by a 41-37 count. Mike Scarpetti unbothered by Mockler
underneath, netted 15 points while Garvey had 8. Lee with 13 and Hargen with
8 were high for the losers. Well fellas,
there's always softball.
The A-League contest betwen Terry's
Kids and Sour Mash II was truly worthy
of a final. At halftime the Mash was up
by 3,29-26. In the second half they were
at one point, up by eight. But the Kids
never said die. They scratched and
clawed their way back and suddenly the
score was tied at 56. The Mash brought

the ball up court and with 20 seconds
left the ball wound up in the hands of
Leo Ryan. Ryan, who had been on fire
in the first half, hitting 5 of 5, cooly, calmly, and collectively, sank an 18 footer to
give Mash the lead. Then with a chance
to tie, Terry's brought the ball down.
Paul Oneill then made a move granting
him instant immortality. Oneill, playing
with four fouls raced up and stole the
ball from normally sure-handed Greg
Schwartz. The resulting layup put the
final nail in the coffin. Mike "my room
was hit by a" Flood who finished the
game with 14 points, missed a chip shot
from half court with :01 second left
which would have sent the game into
overtime. Flood, combined with roommate Brendan "the House" Potter (16
points). For the bulk of Terry's offense
Schwartz and Scott Robinson each had
11.
Don Wilson of Mash led all scorers
with 25 and Vinny Kosewski had 12. For
his performance Wilson was named
playoff Most Valuable Player and will
receive a brand new Pontiac Firebird
along with dinner for two at Seilers.
Terry's Kid Dan "the Man unusual"
Falvey said concerning the upset, "I already have one intramural T-shirt. Who
needs two?"
One final note. In one semifinal game
someone played way above his head
and scored 12 points. But I can't remember his name. Sorry.
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Grammy, Academy Award Nominations Announced
Record of the Year

by Tim Keefe
The Grammy nominations have been announced and the race is on to see who is the best
in the contemporary music field. In contrast with
last year's race, which could have been dubbed
The Michael Jackson Awards, this year's
nominees are spread out over several major acts,
especially Cyndi Lauper, Tina Turner, Bruce
Springsteen and Lionel Richie. Prince is also
nominated in several categories, but he didn't do
as well as many people planned.
This year's nominations also reflect a strong
resurgence of American pop music. All of the artists nominated for album and record of the year
are American, as are four out of the five artists
nominated for best new artist. Last year, all of the
nominees for best new artist were British, and the
Police and David Bowie shared a large number
of other nominations.
The nominations also show how many of today's artists are breaking down the barriers between musical categories. Tina Turner was
nominated for female vocalist in pop ("What's
Love Got To Do With It"), rock ("Better Be Good
To Me") and r&b ("Let's Stay Together"). This
marks only the third time a performer has been
nominated in all three categories; Donna Summer was up for these three in 1979 and Michael
Jackson was up for and won all three last year.
Deniece Williams and Stevie Wonder were also
nominated in both pop and r&b, and Lionel Richie
and the Pointer Sisters were only nominated in
the pop categories.
Cyndi Lauper is the only artist this year to be
nominated in all three of the top categories: album, record and song of the year. Tina Turner is
also nominated for album and record of the year,
but her song "What's Love Got To Do With It" was
not written by Tina, but by Graham Lyle and Terry Britten, which makes her ineligible for a song
of the year nomination.
Cyndi Lauper is also nominated for best new
artist, and if she wins, she will be the first American to take that award since Christopher Cross
in 1980. In the past three years, this award has
gone to Scotland's Sheena Easton, Australia's
Men At Work and England's Culture Club.
Bruce Springsteen's nominations are his first
in the top Grammy categories. His previous nominations (he has never won a Grammy) were for
rock categories.
Although Huey Lewis & the News' smash album Sports was ineligible for album of the year
nomination because it was released before the
eligibility period, their single "The Heart of Rock
& Roll" was nominated for record of the year.
Chicago's "Hard Habit To Break" was also
nominated for record of the year. This is their second nomination in that category, following "If You
Leave Ne Now" from 1976.
One major difference in this year's nominations
is that the song of the year and record of the year
are very different. "What's Love Got To Do With
It" is the only song nominated in both categories.
Last year's big winner, Michael Jackson (he won
8 awards), was only nominated in two categories
this year. "Making Michael Jackson's Thriller" is
nominated for best video album and "tell Me I'm
Not Dreaming," Michael's duet with his brother
Jermaine, is nominated for best r&b performance
by a duo or group.
Here is a partial list of this year's nominations:

Dancing in the Dark—Bruce Springsteen
Girls Just Want To Have Fun—Cyndi Lauper
Hard Habit To Break—Chicago
Heart of Rock & Roll—Huey Lewis & the News
What's Love Got To Do With It-Tina Turner

Album of the Year
Born In The USA—Bruce Springsteen
Can't Show Down—Lionel Richie
Private Dancer—Tina Turner
Purple Rain—Prince & the Revolution
She's So Unusual—Cyndi Lauper

Song of the Year
Against All Odds—Phil Collins
Hello—Lionel Richie
I Just Called To Say I Love You—Stevie
Wonder
Time After Time—Cyndi Lauper
What's Love Got To Do With It—Tina Turner

Best Director
Woody Allen - Broadway Danny Rose
Robert Benton - Places In The Heart
Milos Forman - Amadeus
Charles Joffe - A Soldier's Story
David Lean - A Passage To India

Best Actress
Judy Davis - A Passage To India
Sally Field - Places In The Heart
Jessica Lange - Country
Vanessa Redgrave - The Bostonians
Sissy Spacek - The River

Best Original Song
"Against All Odds" - Against All Odds
"Footloose" - Footloose
" Ghostbusters" - Ghostbusters
"1 Just Called To Say 1 Love You" The Woman In Red
"Let's Hear It For The Boy" - Footloose

Best Actor
F. Murray Abraham - Amadeus
Jeff Bridges - Starman
Albert Finney - Under The Volcano
Tom Hulce - Amadeus
Sam Waterston - The Killing Fields

Peggy Ashcroft - A Passage To India
Glenn Close - The Natural
Lindsay Crouse - Places In The Heart
Christine Lahti - Swingshift
Geraldine Page - The Pope of Greenwich Village

Sheila E.
Frankie Goes To Hollywood
Corey Hart
The Judds
Cyndi Lauper

Best Supporting Actor
Adolph Caesar - A Soldier's Story

The Oscar nominations this year, as usual, are
not very surprising. The only unusual nomination is Woody Allen for Best Director for "Broadway Danny Rose." Also noticeable is that all of
the songs nominated for Best Original Song
reached number one on Billboard's pop chart.
This feat is an Academy first. The Awards
ceremony will be held Monday, March 25 at the
Dorothy Chandler Pavilion in Los Angeles.

Producer of the Year
David Foster
Robert John "Mutt" Lange & The Cars
Michael Omartian
Prince & The Revolution
Lionel Richie & James Anthony Carmichael

Best Pop Vocal
Performance

Follow The Beat
of A Different Drum

Female

Girls Just Want To Have Fun—Cyndi Lauper
The Glamorous Life—Sheila E.
Let's Hear It For The Boy—Deniece Williams
Strut—Sheena Easton
What's Love Got To Do With It—Tina Turner

Learn how eight men found a rich,rewarding life as religious Priests and Brothers.

Best Pop Vocal Performance,
Duo or Group
Drive—The Cars
Hard Habit To Break—Chicago
Jump—Pointer Sisters
Owner of a Lonely Heart—Yes
Wake Me Up Before You Go-Go—Wham!
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John Malkovich - Places In The Heart
Pat Morita - The Karate Kid
Dr. Haing Ngor - The Killing Fields
Ralph Richardson - Greystoke

Best Supporting Actress

Best New Artist

Find out why learning self-defense is more than a
good way to protect yourself—it's an enjoyable way
to stay in shape—a way to release tension-or it can
be an exciting hobby!
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Best Picture
Amadeus
A Passage to India
A Soldier's Story
Places In The Heart
The Killing Fields
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
Husker Du's Talented Evasion
by Sean Smith
Once upon a time, there was a band from Minnesota called Husker Du. They made a couple
of records and everyone labelled them a hardcore punk band but they really weren't. They didn't
have spiked hair, they never wore leather, and their
songs weren't political. Metalheads did not like"

"(enterfield* Misses the Mark
by Robert Amoroso

them because they were too melodic. Last summer they made a record called "Zen Arcade." It
had some strange stuff on it, like acoustic guitar
and a piano. You wouldn't expect punks to like
it but they did. Some "new music" fans picked
up on it and even Rolling Stone liked it, giving
it four stars. It seemed that Husker Du had finally
broken their hardcore image. Alas, this was not
to be . Their latest album, "New Day Rising," is
still filed under hardcore when we all know it
should be under "LOUD Rock/Pop" with the Ramones and the Rolling Stones. It has too many
hooks to be a punk record, and it is too loud to
be pop so what is it? Very good is what it is. "I
Apologize" is the first song of this very young year
to make me tap my toes and grin. Bob Mould's
guitar is perfectly noisy throughout this record,
while the rhythm section of Grant Hart and Greg
Norton provide a tight foundation to play on.
The most pop oriented song on the album is
"Celebrated Summer." Its lyrics are basically a
rewrite of Eddie Cochran's "Summertime Blues"
without the humor. The sadness of summer ending is perfectly captured as Bob Mould laments
the coming of winter as "the sun disintegrates,
between a wall of clouds."
The most bizarre song is "How to Skin a Cat."
It is two minutes of feedback and odd rhythms.
Bob Mould sings about skinning cats and feeding them to rats. Strange stuff for three regular
guys from Minnesota.
Husker Du will be touring soon and should hit
some area clubs. After they tour they will go back
to Minnesoata and record some more and probably live happily ever after.

The appreciation and understanding of certain
aspects in life is certainly needed in our times.
I personally appreciate ahdrdspect John Fogerty.
Thi9 does not necessariiy'inean I like his music.
After a nine-year layoff, Mrs. Credence Clearwater
Revival has returned amidst the fog of fallen rock
and roll ghosts that have disappeared since the
times of those good ol'CCR classics. And I only
thought ex-Beatles could get away with vacations
that are measured by decades rather than years.
Centerfield was (for all you trivia buffs) the very

pecially the 'hidey-hide' interval, is quite droning
on the ears. Somehow, I think I've heard this type
of musak before. About fifteen years ago, to be
exact. "Rock and Roll Girls" is a little more likable, but remains substandard. Musically, it is not
complex, yet it retains a certain amount of quality based on the bottoming out of Fogerty's voice
mixed in with a tasty sax solo. The light of hope
is reflected on "I Saw It On TV". This one moves
along calmly without filling itself up with pomposity. Reality settles back into the project with "Mr.
Greed." The emotion that accompany the lyrics
coincide accurately, but the ever innocous gui-

ly uneven while becoming repetitious rather than
hypnotic. The title track is a nice try at recreating
the past through the old fashioned innocence that
accompanied the game of baseball many years
ago. It flows, but it doesn't amass any waves. The
album sorrily ends up with a composition named
"Zanz Kant Danz," where obnoxiousness reaches
new heights with this song. Talk about your run
of the mill trash. Somebody please take out the
garbage.

f irst LP released in 1985. No trends will follow this
album. Fogerty unquestionably stuck to his roots
with this effort. The roots are rooted so very strongly, but the overall tree is quite dated and unattractive.
This overblown, overindulgent, and overrated
fiasco begins with "The Old Man Down the Road."
Right away the annoying guitar work fused with
the archaic voice of Fogerty rub one the wrong
way. There are only so many aspects of a song
that you can tune out. The strained chorus, es-

tar sound ruins what might have been.
So now it is time for side two. My seat gets rattled a bit when some drumming sounds different
from the basics that has always been orchestrated by CCR material. Both "Searchlight" and "I
Can't Help Myself" start out to be somewhat
progressive, yet they both fall prey to the blandness that seems to haunt Centerfield. The former is the same old sound except the lyrics are
especially dull. The latter has very hip percussion movements yet the pace of the song is high-
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I have found it interesting that Centerfield has
done so well in Connecticut (retailly speaking).
I guess people are really irked by the music of
today and they want to capture the past as though
it was still the present. All those conservatives
that reside in Fairfield must have their Woodstock
ticket stub stashed away in their pockets. As for
Centerfield, I'm not going to make a pitch for it.
Only restricted to those who eat up the sounds
of yesterday.

by Stephen J. Humes
When Goldie Hawn dove into her dictionary
during Protocol, her most recent production in
which she starred and produced, she shouldn't
have climbed back out.
This Buck Henry film is certainly not his best.
Henry also wrote The Graduate, Heaven Can Wait
and First Family. Buck Henry is a frequent host
of Saturday Night Live. (Don't you remember his
perverted babysitter skits?)
Protocol is an enjoyable flick at times and if you
have to see it please see it at the County Cinema
on Kings Highway (behind Willowby's) where you
only have to pay 99C.
Goldie Hawn plays Sunny Davis who got stuck
in the wrong place at the wrong time finding herself shot in the behind by a would-be assassin
of the President of Oman. This ridiculous satire
rolls into making Sunny a national hero for
cushioning the bullet. She makes the cover of
77me and Life and even the Johnny Carson show.
The vice-president escorts her in a parade when
she returns to her grandparents' home, making
Sunny Davis the public equivalent of Bernard
Hugo Goetz.

The plot thickens when the vice-president offers
her the job in the department of "Protocol." Sunny Davis worked in one of Washington's many
sleazy bars hanging out with a collage of weirdos. It's a fitting combination because the story
concludes with a huge bash at the bar after Miss
Davis had travelled to Oman on a courtship mission. She didn't even realize it was taking place.
And of course, the bar room becomes the meeting place for all the president's men and women
who want to see the famous Sunny Davis.
Protocol is a generous attempt at providing a
message for the audience. This citizen will never
again let the government walk all over her. She
will be watching the government for the rest of
her life. But the problem with this message is that
the audience finds it slammed down their throats.
No good movie puts out such overkill.
Goldie Hawn looks cute on the big screen, but
that's about it. Who wants to see the Secret Service pull out Uzi machine guns on a girl whose
car stalled in front of a presidential motorcade?
If you thirst for stupidity, insanity and mediocrity,
then go see Protocol. I'll never see another Goldie Hawn movie.
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greeting cards, gifts, giftwraps, stuffed
animals, potpourri, party goods, stationery,
and lots more.

1474 Post Road 259-0673

20 % Off
Any in store purchase with this card only*

•
•
•
•

DISCOUNT LIQUOR

ALSO FEATURING
Balloon Deliveries • Gorillas • Clowns
Singing Telegrams • Belly Dancers
Bunnies • Male Strippers • Panda Bears
Helium Tank Rentals • Decorations

Cold Kegs and Beer Balls
always in stock

Tasteful • Reasonable • Reliable

Fairfield

255-9896
I

Complete Professional Staff

PARKING IN BACK OF STORE

'Balloons and deliveries
not included
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An Opportunity For "Real Life Experience"
by Eileen Colangelo
Dr. Pat Jenkins, director of the English Writing
concentration, offers a course inBusiness'Writing during the spring semester. Dr. Jenkins course
is unique because it gives students "hands on"
experience in the corporate writing field.
Dr. Jenkins describes the corporate writing
project, her brainchild, as "students getting
together in groups of four or five to go to corporations in the area, where they will have three meetings in the course of the semester with their
corporate director who assigns the students a writing project."
For example, the students who were assigned
to Emery Air Freight last spring were asked to put
together a slide presentation informing upcoming high school and college graduates about the
benefits of working for Emery Air Freight. It was
a recruiting type of project and the students were
able to relate to their audience very well since they
were preparing something for their own age
group.
This project is very helpful in that it provides
on-the-job experience for the students. A former
Business Writing student, John Glassford, said
that his experience with the corporate writing
project helped him land an internship with IBM.
Dr Jpnkin«! rommented that the corporate writ-

ing project is similar to an internship, but it has
one basic advantage over an internship in that
the corporate writing project involves four or five
students writing for a company, whereas an internship only involves one student.
Some of the companies involved in working
with Fairfield's Business Writing students last year
were GTE, Emery Air Freight, AMAX, and
Richardson-Vicks. Dr. Jenkins contacted these
and other companies in the area by mail to see
if they would cooperate. Of those that participated, all were pleased with the performance of Fairfield students. All but one of the companies
involved expressed an interest in having the
project take place again this year. The company
that declined was simply too busy to have the students this spring, but would like to have them back
next year.
When making the initial contacts with the local companies, many of which are in the Fortune
500, Dr. Jenkins admitted she felt slightly intimidated in contacting them, since she never worked
in a corporate setting. However, her friend Roy
Brain, an employee at Burndy, helped her compose a letter that informed the corporations of Fairfield University's intent. Because of Dr. Jenkins
hardwork and persistance, a corporate writing
project is available to Fairfield's students.

Dr. Jenkins examines the CTE News Briefs to help her students prepare for their corporate
writing project.
[Photo by Karen Haney]

I FEATURES 1
Best Friends Forever
by Carey Colman
"What do you want to do when you get older,
Jen?" I said to my friend one day.
"Hmm. I don't know. I'd like to live in a commune for a while. And I'd like to live alone — really alone — for a year or so, in the Arctic or
something. What do you want to do?"
"I want to have a good marriage and a happy
family — you know, two-point-two kids, a big
house, a dog. Don't you want to have kids?" I said.
"Yeah," she answered, "But I don't think I'd be
good at raising them. I'd like to be a surrogate
mother, just to see what it's like to be pregnant
and have a baby."
I knew that in my free time I read Glamour and
watched "soaps." I knew that in her free time Jennifer supported "Save the Seals" and the nuclear
freeze movement. I knew that when I wore a skirt

Growing Up Ain't Easy
by Eileen Colangelo
I know now how a cranky baby feels. I woke
up one morning this week with a gum that was
unbelievably sore and tender. I switched on my
makeup mirror, and opened my mouth as wide
as it would go. As far as I could tell, the wisdom
tooth had not yet been born, but my gum certainly felt pregnant.
I obviously don't remember acquiring my baby
teeth, but I remember my infant niece's screams
of anguish. We all put cotton in our ears whenever
she came to visit. My sister and her husband
broke out the Anbesol and with an apologetic
smile murmured, "She's cutting teeth." I'll say!
I remember the joy, and the wonder, involved
in wiggling a loose tooth when I was five or six.
The best part about it, though, was finding a dollar and a pack of gum (sugarless, mind you, this
is teeth I'm writing about) under my pillow in place
of the tooth the next morning.
This time I won't get any money, because I
didn't lose a tooth. One is coming in. There's no

•
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•
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joy or wonder, either. Instead, there's fear. More
than one of my friends have been hospitalized
on account of problems with their wisdom teeth.
They all looked like chipmunks for a week or so.
Was it my imagination, or did my face look slightly
fuller today?
Summing up, I think of teeth as representing
rites of passage in a person's life. A baby becomes
a little kid when he has enough teeth to be able
to devour an ear of corn. A little kid becomes a
regular kid when he catches his Mom, not a beautiful fairy, exchanging the tooth for money. An adult
is born when a regular kid gets his wisdom teeth.
I just want to know one thing. How come I still
can't solve differential math equations if I'm now
so wise?

<ir»

I wore nylons, and when Jen wore a skirt she wore
ragg wool socks. But until this conversation, I
didn't realize how different we were.
But we were best friends.
A year after that conversation, I had finished
a relatively uneventful freshman year of college.
Jen had gone on an archeological dig in Honduras, become a vegetarian, and stopped shaving her legs. But she was still the same Jennifer.
She was just as interested in my first year in
college as I was in her trip to South America. She
had a long intelligent list of reasons for not eating meat, but she smiled just as brightly when
I ate my hamburger as when I tried her soy burger.
And she gave me all of her unused razors.
I can't picture myself in her shoes, nor can she
picture herself in mine. But our shoes can walk
comfortably next to each other; we'll never step
on each other's toes.

TRIDENT
RECORDS

•LARGEST SELECTION POSTERS & T-SHIRTS
•LOW PRICES ON RECORDS & TAPES
•OVER "aOOO" USED RECORDS PRICED FROM »1 to »3
57 Unquowa Road, Fairfield
HOURS:
(Near Community Theater in Galleria Bldg.)
Mon.-Sat. 10-6

255-1838

Always The Lowest Prices on Records
& Tapes in the Area!

Come in and check out
our Valentine T's and
novelty items.

"I

Mike's Pizza
TAKE OUT ORDERS
-GRINDERSSpecial Mike's Calzones
or Turnover Pizzas
10% DISCOUNT W/F.U.I.D.
FAIRFIELD

255-2292

1560 POST ROAD, FAIRFIELD
Open Daily 11 am-11 pm,
Sunday 2 pm-11 pm
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CUSTOM SCREENING
39 UNQUOWA ROAD
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259-4334
FAIRFIELD, CT

WE HAVE SUPPLIED FAIRFIELD U. STUDENTS
FOR THE LAST 8 YEARS WITH DORM SHIRTS,
B/B SHIRTS AND ATHLETIC EVENT SHIRTS
Please step in and check our prices
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Peer Counseling: Great Way to Get Involved
by Ken Santopietro
Got troubles? Need someone to talk to? See
your Peer counselor — people who care. Are you
aware of who or what Peer counselors are? Peer
counselors are far from silent on the Fairfield campus, but many people are misinformed about what
a Peer counselor actually does.
The Peer counselor program's structure is simple and easily explained. There are 38 PC's including two beach residents, two commuters, four
townhouse residents, and four RA's. The rest live
in the dorms and are assigned a floor on which
they are counselor. The PC's as a whole, are organized into eight teams under the direction and
consultation of Mr. John Pacheco, Alcohol Counselor at Fairfield University. "The concern I have,"
says John, "is that PC's get strictly tied in with
alcohol education and not other student problems
that need attention."
I attended the session that Peer counselor team
leaders attend weekly and observed these student counselors at work. The discussion mainly
focuses on what the individual's team has done
and what projects are going on. For example, a
newsletter for Peer counselors will be circulated
monthly that is written by a Peer counselor team.
Also, a monthly Peer counselor network meeting
is being planned by another team. This meeting
will serve as additional training for the Peer counselors and as the monthly social.
Besides the basic PC program, the network discusses general campus problems affecting the
Fairfield University students. I stress that the team
meeting I attended was not a session to discuss
individual cases the PC's have handled, but to
keep the program coherent. Confidentiality is a
very serious word to these counselors.
Among the 8 teams, one trains new Peer counselors. If you would like to be a Peer counselor
the usual question asked is; What do I, have to
do? The training lasts an entire semester arid official PC status is given for the next semester. You
only have to go through training once. In-service
training is later given in the monthly network meetings. The new Peer counselor training sessions
are casual and not stressful with weekly topic out-

lines. One will meet new people at the start and
receive an introduction about the responsibility
that PC's have on campus and then the training
goes from there. Topics covered in the comprehensive training are: Who am I?, Listening, Counseling Skills, Relationships, Stress and Burnout,
Problem-Solving, and Decision Making and
others.
When the semester is nearly over the new PC
goes through a marathon session, sharpening
his/her skills with different games and socializing with the other Peer counselors.
The training team has three co-leaders and one
different PC from another team. Techniques of
training are role plays, listening games, chalk-talk,
hand-outs, and films. This semester 13 or 14 people are training. Steve O'Brien, a training team
co-leader said, "This is a very interesting group
we have this semester." A role play is pretending
to have a problem or to counsel someone in a
play-acting session. The PC training team wants
to focus on the ideas and problems a contact may
have and not let their trainees become judgmental
or opinionated. Steve said, "We want our PC's
to clarify (their contacts') feelings, not tell them
if they are right or wrong." This is the best explanation of a Peer counselors' purpose — to let a
person resolve their own problems, if possible,
and to point out alternatives for them to choose
from.
The other specialist team of Peer counselors
is the Alcohol Education team. Where alcohol
problems are concerned, says Alcohol team leader Michelle Hozer, "We have to make more than
an effect." Peer counselors are not out to stop
drinking on campus, but to encourage alternatives.
John Pacheco is mainly concerned because
he feels that, "Fairfield U. is simply picking them
up (intoxicated students), after they are falling
down. Nq one is out there doing prevention except Peer counselors." It must be hard for Peer
counselors to work on prevention if there is only
one alcohol team. A problem voiced at the last
meeting was about unconscious students being
put to bed rather than taken to the infirmary. The
difficulty is for a friend to bring someone to the

infirmary, knowing that this person will be written up.
PC's know that most students aren't educated
enough about Alcohol. Letting a nearly or totally
unconscious person "sleep it off" can be deadly. If there were some way for the university to let
friends take someone to the infirmary without serious incident, as a hospital takes in overdose
cases, some serious problems could be eliminated. This is something this school is hopefully looking into.
The PC alcohol team is making signs, publicizing AA and Alanon meetings and are trying to be
more visible in the dorms. "But," Michelle
remarked, "It is difficult to get to the people." This
may be true, but not totally, and especially not
because of all the PC's involved in the Alcohol
Awareness week last semester. Edward H. Ham-

New Tcrfe
Adventure

Early Male Menopause
The thought of a Fairfield U. weekend used to
bring feelings of joy, the same feelings which are
felt by an eagle as he takes to the air, and feelings of comfort, the feelings a baby kangaroo experiences in his mother's pouch. Many great
times were had by all who took part in the three
day carnivals of beach parties and townhouse extravaganzas. As a freshman, the most miniscule
of parties brought me satisfaction. By the end of
the night it was given that I would be as lit as the
Christmas tree in Rockefeller Center. There were
always new faces to be encountered and new experiences to be had.
These feelings of elation carried over to sophomore year as there were still more people to meet
and things to do. But, nearing the close of sophomore year, old faces and monotonous parties
were becoming the norm, something I thought
would never happen at F.U. I have been perplexed
by this situation and have often wondered why
it occurred. Could it be that the parties just
aren't as exciting as they used to be? Or, could
it be that I don't get as wasted as I did in my younger years and that's why the crowd at the Naut
seems harder to deal with? Well, these factors
probably contribute to the overall problem, but
I think it is just that I'm growing up.

Once,

Ihada

secret love...

thrift shops abound. There are also many
great clubs in the Village, where the dancing
continues into the wee-hours of the morning.

by Melissa Campanelli

by Rock

There doesn't seem to be any good reasons
left to get stewed, except for the pure enjoyment
of it. Maybe I've built up a tolerance for alcohol.
Who knows, but lately I'm not really as motivated
as I used to be to drink until I drop. My mouth
would water and my eyes sparkle when I encountered a metal sphere filled with beer, but now there
is no dribble and only a hint of sparkle, sad but
true.
I've even actually considered having a relationship with a member of the opposite sex because
it seems to be the thing to do as one matures.
Maybe it would be nice to go to parties together,
to go out on rendezvous around the area and
share certain intimate moments together. Hell,
more and more of my friends are doing it and
seem to be enjoying themselves, I can't see how,
but maybe I'll give it a collegiate try.
Unfortunately, we all have to grow up and it becomes more difficult to be pleased by trivial occurences. It's definitely a troublesome feeling
when I go to a party and can't muster up the motivation to keep drinking and have a great time.
Growing up is certainly not easy and it leaves a
lonely, confused feeling inside; but when I realize that I'll be in the real world in a year or so,
I know I'll be able to find the fun-loving spirit which
I have misplaced and leave this mid-life crisis for
later on in life.

New York, New York. Yes, the city that more
songs have been written about than any other
in the world is just a hop, skip and a jump away
from us!
Although many dorms offer trips to the city
once in a while (usually around Christmas
time), students rarely take advantage of the
local transportation. You can catch a train in
Fairfield that goes directly to Grand Central
Station, all year round. For a mere eleven dollars and some change, you can get a round
trip ticket to the city that never sleeps.
From the second you get off the train, you
are in the hub of mid-town Manhattan. This
is quite a contrast from suburban Fairfield
County, which you have just left about 45
minutes ago. If you walk a few blocks, you are
among many of the world's most famous
department stores. But, shopping isn't all New
York is famous for. A quick subway ride will
take us into the "Village," Greenwich Village,
that is, New York's world-renowned cultural
arts center, where museums, art gallerys, and

The theater district, where world famous
plays are put on every night, is just a cab ride
away from Grand Central Station. There are
student discount tickets available for many of
them, and they can be picked up right in the
Student Services office in Loyola Hall. Nothing is wrong with a bit of artistic culture to
strengthen our brain waves. And wouldn't our
English professors love it if we came into class
and described how a character developed or how a plot evolved?
Also nearby are both the Metropolitan
Museum of Art and the Museum of Natural
History, where special exhibits and shows are
put on regularly. Another interesting way of
spending an afternoon in the city.
All in all, many of us tend to conform to our
comfortable surroundings here at Fairfield
University. Why not, one of these days, grab
some friends and have a little adventure into
New York? It's out there waiting for you!

RESEARCH PAPERS

Barber Serville

14,789 to choose from — all subjects!
Rush $2 for the current 306-page catalog. Custom research & thesis assistance also available.
Research, 11322 Idaho Ave., #206 JO,
Los Angeles, CA 90025 (213) 477-8226.

1426 Post Rd.
Lovely Lockets.
Tokens to keep love
.. r^Z. na^trntn/
"close to the heart
of thee" whether given or
received. Many others to choose
from in 14K Gold, Gold Filled
or Sterling Silver.

BngravetQWorld
1555 Post Road, Fairfield Center
255-4432 Mon.-Sat. 10-5, Fri. 'til 8

A CUT AHEAD
Precision Hair Cutters

259-3893
Look Your Best for Winter

TAJ JIANG

333-7541
$2.00 off with Fairfield I.D.
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CHINESE FOOD TO TAKE OUT
*
RIVERSIDE PLAZA, 170 POST RD., FAIRFIELD, CONN.
OPEN 7 DAYS 11 AM-10:30 PM FRI. & SAT. 11 AM-11:30 PM SUN. 12 NOON-10.00 PM

Tel. 259-0044, 259-0036
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COUTHY COW

"Where Contented Folk Meet"

Open 6 a.m.-9 p.m. Monday-Friday • 6 a.m.-B p.m. Sat. & Sun.

2505 BLACK ROCK TURNPIKE
FAIRFIELD 371-0303

for Men and Women
KINGSWAY CORNERS
320 KINGS HIGHWAY, FAIRFIELD, CT 06430
Hours: Tuesday thru Friday
10:00 A.M. to 8:00 P.M.
Saturday 9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M.

mond, Vice-President of Student Affairs at the
University of Louisville, has notified John Pacheco
that the National Association of Student Personnel Administrators Board of Directors has named
Fairfield University the recipient of the Award of
Merit for Outstanding Programming during National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week. Even
though the team is small, it is effective and does
a lot of work, but it still needs more students to
get involved.
I found that the PC program is most concerned
with helping students solve problems. They are
also most concerned with maintaining that PC's
are confidential with all problems brought to them.
Peer counselors are out there trying to help you.
If you contact a PC student counselor you are assured of talking to a well-training, concerned
student.

come try our
fresh milk, sandwiches, donuts, bagels, hard rolls
NEWSPAPERS • TOBACCO • SOOA • COFFEE and PASTRY TO GO

10% OFF

with ad
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COOKED BEER VS. FRESH BEER.
Back in the days when boxers
fought with bare knuckles,
there was no such thing as
bottled beer or beer in cans.
Those were the great days of
draft beer, fresh from the keg.
Like the draft they brewed
at Frederic Millers old Plank
Road Brewery. It had a smooth,
fresh taste that just got better,
round after round. Like those
early pugilists themselves.
A taste that's hard to find in
todays bottles and cans. Because most beers, in bottles
and cans, are pasteurized.

Cooked to 140 degrees to
preserve their shelf life. So
they lose that fresh, draft taste
But now there's a bottled
beer that's not cooked. It's
specially cold-filtered instead. To keep the true
taste of fresh draft.
Introducing Plank Road
Original Draught. It tastes
as fresh from the bottle as it
does from the keg.

PLANK
ROAD
Original Draught
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End Of Season Important For Stags

DRIVE FOR FIVE
F.U.S.A. Scholarship
Fund
KICK-OFF
MEETING

Continued from page 16
notable part of the contest. Jeff Gromos led the
squad with a grand total of 16 recoveries under
the hoop. It was a close contest to the very end
with the Stags staying close to the Rams through
the entire game. At no time did the Fordham lead
reach more than ten except for a brief moment
at the mid-second half when the boys from the
Bronx pulled ahead of Fairfield by eleven. The
loss put the Stags at the 8-13 mark while Fordham improved its respectable record to 14-8
overall.
Look for some serious action at the end of both
the Stags' and the Lady Stags' seasons. The

women will finish out their season by meeting both
lona, (Sat. Feb. 16) and St. Peter's, (Tues. Feb.
19) at home before they travel to NYC to finish
their season against Manhattan College. Both of
the home games are at 7:00 p.m. in Alumni Hall.
Stop in and watch the women finish off the '84^85
season with some more MAAC wins. The men
will end it against a half dozen MAAC teams over
the next two weeks. Their final six games include
three at home: lona on Saturday, Feb. 16 at 2:00,
St. Peter's on Thursday, Feb. 21 at 8:00 and the
season closing match, a contest with the
Crusaders from Holy Cross, on Monday, Feb. 25
at 8:00

Indoor Track Sets
School Records In Loss
by Bob Blake

Tonight, Thursday
February 14
Faculty Dining Room
Looking for Energetic Students
To Work on Project

* ALL ARE WELCOMED

2:06.91.

A growing number of students at Fairfield U.
are shaving their sideburns to a point and wearing red tights. Who are these people? They are
the school's indoor track team. Under the direction of Dr. John Boitano, the team has grown to
13 members and has competed in 5 meets.
Dan Grubb and Bill Duboyce competed in the
35-pound weight throw and the shot put. Grubb's
heave of 20'3" in the 35-pound weight throw established a school record. Ed Planetta's 58.7 in
the 400 meter run was also encouraging for his
first collegiate race.
February 2 the team traveled to Yale University to compete in the Connecticut Intercollegiate
Championships. Although they did not score any
points, there were some good efforts turned in
by the Stags. Gil Lawson and Tom Lynch took 2nd
and 3rd in their heat in the 1500 meter run with
times of 4:22.05 and 4:22.88, respectively. Drew
Hayes ran a strong 800-meters, finishing in

Febn iarv 3 Carole Kearney was the sole woman from Fairfield to compete in the Southern Connecticut State University Women's Indoor Track
Invitational. She made it all the way to the semifinals in the 55-meter dash, finishing in 7.71 seconds. Carole came in 7th overall in the 220-yard
dash with a time of 28.8.
This past Sunday Fairfield sent nine runners
to West Point for yet another meet. The four members of the 3200-meter relay set a school record
with an 8:34. The team consisted of Drew Hayes,
Bob Blake, Tom Lynch, and Gil Lawson. The
1600-meter relay team, with Ed Planetta, Andy
Couthen, Harry Brochinsky, and Tom Dugan, ran
a 4:00.6.
Next Sunday the team is going to Southern
Connecticut for a non-scoring meet. The season
ends March 10 with the TAC Championships.
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MOVE!
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EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1936
For Information. Please Call:

ASSISTANT PHOTO
EDITOR Position is
Available at The Mirror

1-789-1169 (collect)

Darkroom Experience
is Needed. Send

New MCAT Class Begins
Sat., February 23, 9 a.m.
101 Whitney Avenue
New Haven, Conn.
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a unique
opportunity

for
— Math: Majors/Minors

The toughest job
you'll ever love

A NEW YEAR - A NEW YOU!!

- A

There's a slim new You hiding under
those unwanted pounds.

#

Guaranteed results with safe,
proven formula. Send only $39.
(check or money order) for 4 weeks
supply, to:

M*-?

You can lose 10-30 lbs. THIS MONTH!

CARTER ASSOCIATES, P.O. Box 697
Hermosa Beach, CA 90254
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Typing Services Available
Term Papers, Thesis,
Resumes and Letters.
Call Linda 377-7847
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ILLIIGTOI'S

For you and the world itself. As a Peace Corps volunteer, you can put your degree to work at a challenging, demanding and unique opportunity. You'll be
meeting new people, learning a new language, experiencing a new culture and gaining a whole new outlook. And while you're building your future you'll
help people in developing countries in the critical
area of math education. You can help better educate
teachers and students in mathematics, resulting in
better employment prospects for students and the
developingcountries overall ability to have access to
the higher technologies critical to their development efforts. The financial rewards may not be great,
but as a Peace Corps volunteer, your opportunity for
growth is certain.

Science majors welcomed.
Placement interviews Feb 25thI
9 - 4 pm. Call Placement
office.

Inquiries
To Box AA

Ice Cream Manufactory
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February 14th is Valentines Day
and Ice Cream is flowing down
Allington's Way
Bring in your Sweetheart and buy a
Sundae for you
and we'll give you another for being a two
§£

EXPIRES 3/5/85 (with this ad)

II 70 Reef Road, Fairfield
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Intramural Report:
Sour Mash Wins Championship
by Rex Plec.
SOUR MASH II took the Men's A League Intramural Basketball Championship last week with
a 60-58 victory over last year's champs, TERRY'S
KIDS. With SM II nursing a 1 point lead with 20
seconds remaining, the KIDS had the ball in the
hands of Greg Schwartz. But as Schwartz crossed
the timeline, Paul O'Neill stripped the ball clean
and went in for an uncontested two. This put SM
II ahead 59-56. The KIDS came down fgst and
furious and Brendan Potter put in two of his teamhigh 16, to make it a one point ball game. The
roof caved in, however, when the KIDS called
time-out when they had none remaining. Vin
Kosewski sank one of the technical shots, TER-

Rex has been doing his homework this last
weekend and came up with an all-men's league
squad. At the guards, teammates Greg Schwartz
and Scott Robinson earned selection with steady
play and contrasting styles. Schwartz, primarily
an outside shooter and assist man, averaged 9.5
ppg., while playing in the final with the flu. Robinson averaged 12.8 ppg. with strong moves and
a velvet touch. Earning kudos at the forward position was another KID, Brendan Potter. Potter
averaged an even 13 ppg. with a range of shots,
the best being his turn around jumper. At the other
forward is the most under rated player in the
league, IMAGINATION'S MikeGavigan. Gavigan
averaged 12 ppg. with his patented long range
bombs. He almost brought his squad out from

wm^naHn
Saturday, February 9, the men's swimming team defeated Providence College 63-45. The
women swimmers lost 79-60. Other swimming meets put the women swimmers against
Southern Connecticut College when they lost 96-39 last Wednesday; Fordham also beat
the women's team 58-52 last Thursday.
[Photo by Dan McNichol]

Stags/Lady Stags Both
Drop Games To Fordham
RY'S KIDS fouled before the ball could be inbounded, a missed foul shot, and a quick outlet
pass to Mike Flood produced the winning chance.
But Flood, shooting from a good fifty feet, missed
wide and the dreams of repeating had vanished.
The first ten minutes were quick as both sides
traded baskets with an assortment of shots. Potter tallied for the KIDS with inside power moves,
and Leo Ryan gunned in 14 first half points from
20 feet or better. SM II held a three point lead
thanks to Ryan's heroics, but that lead disappeared as Potter and Scott Robinson combined
for some fast thunder to take a five point lead.
But that was the biggest lead either team could
mount. Congrats to SOUR MASH II: Don Wilson,
Vin Kosewski, Leo Ryan, Mark Diani, Tom Begley,
Paul O'Neill, Steve Richardson, and Pat McHale.

defeat in the semi's against SM II with a team high
19 markers. At center, IMAGINATION'S own Tom
Ferrentini. This youngster sparked the attack of
his squad with strong rebounding and tight "D",
while averaging 12.5 ppg.
League MVP belongs to Don Wilson of the
champion SOUR MASH II. Wilson averaged 26
points per outing with jumpers and twisting drives.
A leaper with no peers, Wilson was the architect
of the SM II fast break which usually finished off
with a Wilson winner. Congrats to all the participants in all the leagues as we bid hoops
farewell.
Volleyball is heating up. Stop by the Rec anytime this week and witness all the action. For this
week, this was, and is, Rex Plec.

by Thomas P. Moore
Both the Lady Stags and the Men's team went
up against their local Jesuit rival and MAAC competitor from the Bronx, Fordham University last
Saturday. The women lost by a close 59-53 score,
while the original Stags lost by a hair, dropping
three by points, 65-62.
Earlier in the week, the men travelled below
the Mason-Dixon line to go up against a very impressive Navy squad. Losing by the margin of
95-83, they put up quite a show against the Midshipmen who have compiled a record of 17 wins
and only three losses.
The Lady Stags also went up against a team
on that last Wednesday night. They met LaSalle
University in Alumni Hall and played a spectacular game with an over time victory of 82-73.
The pair of Fordham games at the Bronx that

resulted in two losses for the university were supported by a F.U.S.A. bus that took off at three to
get to the Rose Hill Campus. We'll take a look at
the Lady Stags' game first. Two standouts figure
into the scene when this game is examined. The
two top rebounders of the match were Tasia Turkalo and Patrice Wallace-Moore who had eight
apiece. This non-victory leaves them at 14-9 overall and 4-5 in the MAAC.
The men's team fared about the same on their
outing to the Bronx. Word has it that two tardy
fans tried to get a lift home on the team bus after
the game. These young men missed the Fan bus
and thought they were set with a ride until Coach
O'Connor fold them to get another way home. It
was a cold night to wait for a train from what the
Mirror hears.
Back to the game. Rebounds again were a
Continued on page 15

Hockey Squad
Stops St. Michaels
by Kerin S. Cahill

Last Wednesday's Hockey game pitted the Stags against UConn. [Photo by Dan McNichol]

As the saying may go; "For all you do, John
Cardinelli and Frank Messina, this one's for you."
Why, you may ask? Because, these two truly
talented hockey players combined their skills in
Saturday's game to upset St. Michael's Purple
Knights 4-3 in overtime.
The game was exciting from the moment it
commenced with back and forth action and fast
skating produced by both sides. The first period
went scoreless but not without numerous attempts being stopped by the opposing goalies.
Beginning the second period with a double
Fairfield score was not quite what St. Michael's
was looking for, but it was exactly what they got.
Frank Messina passed the puck to Paul Fabbri who shot it. The Knights' goalie was able to
save this one but was caught by the beautiful rebound sent in by senior Tom Geraghty, notching
the first goal of the evening.
The second leading scorer for the team, Tom
McKeon, smashed in another rebound goal with
assists coming from linemen Jack Smith and Tom
Festa.
The Knights' purple armor seemed to be a little more than tarnished by Fairfield's 2-0 lead. Trying to regain their shine, St. Michael's deposited
three quick goals towards the end of the period
to come one up on Fairfield.
But not even these three were enough to save
the men in purple from Fairfield's overpowering
offense, programmed only for demolition.
Adding his own infamous talents to the scoreboard was Jack Smith, who nailed a blistering
slapshot that caught the far corner of the net, tying the score at 3-3. He was aided in his quest
for victory by McKeon and Gary McGovern.
Then it was time for freshmen Messina and
Cardinalli to share in the limelight, and to catch
some of that top billing that sometimes seems
only destined for a select few.
Cardanalli, goalie for the Stags, appeared to
be made of iron as he thwarted every attempt the
Knights made at scoring against him. He caught
slapshots that came at him from all directions with
an ease that became almost dreamlike but most
certainly was for real, as St. Michael's would surely tell you.

These manifold saves together with Fairfield's
strengthened defense diminished any hopes the
Knights may have had at sneaking in another goal
and brought the game into overtime.
With spirits high and pulses racing, the extra
period began. There was an odd quiet blanketing the Bridgeport ice arena cut only by the
scratching of skates that flew from end to end.
Suddenly, Fabbri grabbed the puck and expertly
carried it to the blue line where he dished it off.
St. Michael's is probably still regretting that they
hadn't seen the pass and intercepted it. There
to catch that puck was Frank Messina, a name
etched in the memories of all who were in attendance. Not losing a second, he skated closer to
the net and fired a home slapshot, thereby scoring the needed goal and closing the door on
another Fairfield overtime victory.
This much deserved win came after a tough
week. The Stags lost on Monday to Trinity, 5-1,
with sophomore Steve O'Neill netting the only
Fairfield goal and then faced an 8-6 setback
against UConn on Wednesday.
The almost invisible defense was Fairfield's
downfall in Wednesday's game as UConn scored
a quick 5 goals in the first period alone.
But Cardinalli's awe-inspiring skill in goal
proved to be the Stags' salvation. He made some
incredible saves and blocked a total of 25 UConn
shots during the course of the evening.
The McKeon brothers; Tom, a junior, and Chris,
a freshman, hailing from North Haven, together
got two-thirds of Fairfield's goals, banking two
apiece. After withstanding two more UConn slapshots, they brought the score to 7-4.
Playing an outstanding third period, the Stags
held the Huskies to only one more goal while they
sent in another two.
Both of these Fairfield scores were accomplished during power play opportunities. The first
was a nice side shot from Smith while the last
Stag goal came from the hands of freshman Tim
Hooton.
With only 6 games left in the season, Fairfield
is now hoping to improve their 3-14 record. They
have two away games this week and played a
home game yesterday against Quinnipiac.

